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(57) ABSTRACT 

An interface device and method providing haptic Sensations 
to a user. A user physically contacts a housing of the 
interface device, and a Sensor device detects the manipula 
tion of the interface device by the user. An actuator assembly 
includes an actuator that provides output forces to the user 
as haptic Sensations. In one embodiment, the actuator out 
puts a rotary force, and a flexure coupled to the actuator 
moves an inertial mass and/or a contact member. The flexure 
can be a unitary member that includes flex joints allowing a 
portion of the flexure to be linearly moved. The flexure can 
converts rotary force output by the actuator to linear motion, 
where the linear motion causes a force that is transmitted to 
the user. In another embodiment, the actuator outputs a 
force, and a mechanism coupling the actuator to the device 
housing uses the force to move the actuator with respect to 
the device housing. The actuator acts as an inertial mass 
when in motion to provide an inertial force that can be 
transmitted to the user. The mechanism can be a flexure 
including at least one flex joint or a mechanism with 
bearings. 
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HAPTIC INTERFACE DEVICE AND ACTUATOR 
ASSEMBLY PROVIDING LINEAR HAPTC 

SENSATIONS 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a continuation-in-part of co 
pending U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/456,887, filed 
Dec. 7, 1999, entitled, “Tactile Mouse Device.” 

0002 and this application claims the benefit of U.S. 
Provisional Applications No. 60/172,953, filed Dec. 
21, 1999, entitled, “Haptic Interface Device Provid 
ing Linear Tactile Sensations. Using a Rotary Actua 
tor,” No. 60/182,868, filed Feb. 16, 2000, entitled, 
“Haptic Device with Rotary Actuator as Inertial 
Mass,” and No. 60/ , filed Mar. 22, 2000, 
entitled, “Actuator Flexure Module,” 

0003 all of which are incorporated herein by refer 
ence in their entirety. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0004. The present invention relates generally to interface 
devices for allowing humans to interface with computer 
Systems, and more particularly to low-cost computer inter 
face devices that allow the user to provide input to computer 
Systems and allow computer Systerns to provide haptic 
feedback to the user. 

0005. A user can interact with an environment displayed 
by a computer to perform functions and tasks on the com 
puter,...Such as playing a game, experiencing a simulation or 
Virtual reality environment, using a computer aided design 
System, operating a graphical user interface (GUI), navigate 
web pages, etc. Common human-computer interface devices 
used for Such interaction include a mouse, joystick, track 
ball, gamepad, Steering wheel, Stylus, tablet, pressure-sen 
Sitive Sphere, or the like, that is connected to the computer 
System controlling the displayed environment. Typically, the 
computer updates the environment in response to the user's 
manipulation of a physical manipulandum Such as a joystick 
handle or mouse, and provides visual and audio feedback to 
the user utilizing the display Screen and audio speakers. The 
computer Senses the user's manipulation of the user object 
through Sensors provided on the interface device that Send 
locative Signals to the computer. For example, the computer 
displays a cursor or other graphical object in a graphical 
environment, where the location of the cursor is responsive 
to the motion of the user object. In other applications, 
interface devices Such as remote controls allow a user to 
interface with the functions of an electronic device or 
appliance. 

0006 In some interface devices, force (kinesthetic) feed 
back and/or tactile feedback is also provided to the user, 
more generally known collectively herein as “haptic feed 
back.” These types of interface devices can provide physical 
Sensations which are felt by the user manipulating a user 
manipulandum of the interface device, Such as a joystick 
handle, mouse, wheel, etc. One or more motorS or other 
actuators are coupled to the joystick handle or mouse and are 
connected to the controlling computer System. The computer 
System controls forces on the joystick or mouse in conjunc 
tion and coordinated with displayed events and interactions 
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by Sending control Signals or commands to the actuators. 
The computer System can thus convey physical force Sen 
sations to the user in conjunction with other Supplied feed 
back as the user is grasping or contacting the interface 
device or manipulatable object of the interface device. For 
example, when the user moves the manipulatable object and 
causes a displayed cursor to interact with a different dis 
played graphical object, the computer can issue a command 
that causes the actuator to output a force on the physical 
object, conveying a feel Sensation to the user. 
0007 One problem with current haptic feedback control 
lers in the home consumer market is the high manufacturing 
cost of Such devices, which makes the devices expensive for 
the consumer. A large part of this manufacturing expense is 
due to the inclusion of complex and multiple actuators and 
corresponding control electronics in the haptic feedback 
device. In addition, high quality mechanical and force 
transmission components Such as linkages and bearings 
must be provided to accurately transmit forces from the 
actuators to the user manipulandum and to allow accurate 
Sensing of the motion of the user object. These components 
are complex and require greater precision in their manufac 
ture than many of the other components in an interface 
device, and thus further add to the cost of the device. 
0008 Some low cost haptic devices exist, such as the 
Vibrotactile gamepads for console game Systems and per 
Sonal computers, e.g. the Sony DualShock or Nintendo 
Rumble Pack. These devices generate tactile Sensations by 
including a motor having a rotating shaft and an inertial 
mass connected to the Shaft at an off-center point of the 
mass. The inertial mass is rotated around the motor Shaft 
with respect to the interface device at various Speeds. This 
can create Sinusoidal force Signals at various frequencies 
depending upon the current driven through the motor. The 
problem with Such a methodology is slow response time 
because the Spinning mass must accelerate and decelerate 
over time to achieve the rotational Velocity corresponding to 
a desired frequency output. Also, this implementation 
applies forces in a continually changing direction confined 
to a plane of rotation of the mass, providing a “wobble” 
Sensation. This can be particularly disconcerting to the user 
at Slow frequencies and, in many embodiments, may be 
unsuitable for use with devices like a mouse, which also 
provide input in a plane that may overlap with the plane in 
which forces are exerted. 

0009. A need therefore exists for a haptic feedback device 
that is lower in cost to manufacture yet offers the user 
compelling haptic feedback to enhance the interaction with 
computer applications. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0010. The present invention is directed toward an actua 
tor assembly and an interface device including Such an 
assembly that provides haptic Sensations to a user. Inertial 
and/or contact forces are applied to a user with a low-cost 
actuator and mechanical Structure, which allows a low-cost 
force feedback device to be produced. 
0011 More particularly, a haptic feedback interface 
device of the present invention is coupled to a host computer 
implementing a host application program and is manipulated 
by a user. The interface device includes a housing that is 
physically contacted by the user, a Sensor device detecting 
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Said manipulation of Said interface device by the user, and an 
actuator assembly that provides output forces to the user as 
haptic Sensations. 
0012. In one embodiment, the actuator assembly includes 
an actuator that outputs a rotary force, and a flexure coupling 
the actuator to the device housing. The flexure is a unitary 
member and includes a plurality of flex joints allowing a 
portion of the flexure to be approximately linearly moved. 
The flexure converts the rotary force output by the actuator 
to the linear motion, where the linear motion causes a force 
that is transmitted to the user. Preferably, the linear motion 
is provided approximately along an axis that is perpendicu 
lar to a planar WorkSpace in which the interface device may 
be moved by the user. In some embodiments, a portion of the 
flexure is coupled to an inertial mass So that the inertial mass 
is linearly moved when the actuator outputs the rotary force, 
where an inertial force caused by the inertial mass is 
transmitted to the user through the housing. 
0013 In another embodiment, the actuator assembly 
includes an actuator which outputs a force, and a mechanism 
coupling the actuator to the device housing, where the 
mechanism allows the actuator to be moved with respect to 
the device housing. The actuator acts as an inertial mass 
when in motion to provide an inertial force that is transmit 
ted to the user. The mechanism can be a flexure including at 
least one flex joint or a mechanism with bearings, and the 
actuator can output a rotary force. The actuator can approxi 
mately linearly move along a Z-axis Substantially perpen 
dicular to an X-y plane in which the user can move a 
manipulandum of the interface device. A method of the 
present invention similarly outputs a force from an actuator 
to move the actuator and provide haptic Sensations to the 
user of the interface device. 

0.014. In some embodiments, the mechanism or flexure is 
coupled to a moveable contact member which moves into 
physical contact with the user when Said user is normally 
operating the interface device. For example, the contact 
member can include a cover portion that is at least a portion 
of a top Surface of the interface device. The actuator can be 
driven bi-directionally to provide an output force that pro 
duces pulse or vibration Sensations to the user. The flexure 
can include at least one Stop to prevent motion of an actuator 
shaft of the actuator past a desired fraction of a full revo 
lution. 

0.015 Preferably, the interface device is a handheld inter 
face device, Such as a mouse, gamepad, or remote control 
device. The linear motion can be correlated with a graphical 
representation displayed by the host computer, where a 
position of a mouse in the planar WorkSpace corresponds 
with a position of a cursor displayed in the graphical 
representation. The linear motion provides a pulse correlated 
with the interaction of a user-controlled cursor with a 
graphical object displayed in a graphical user interface. The 
linear motion can be included in a force Sensation, Such as 
a pulse, Vibration, or texture force. The actuator preferably 
outputs the forces in response to commands or signals 
received by the interface device from the host computer. 
0016. The present invention advantageously provides a 
haptic feedback device that is significantly lower in cost than 
other types of haptic feedback devices and is thus well 
Suited for home consumer applications. One or more low 
cost -actuator assemblies of the present invention can be 
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provided that apply a force in a particular degree of freedom, 
Such as a Z-axis perpendicular to a Support Surface. A flexure 
is used is Some embodiments to provide long-lasting and 
effective haptic Sensations, and in Some embodiments the 
actuator itself can be used as an inertial mass for inertial 
haptic Sensations, Saving cost and assembly time. 
0017. These and other advantages of the present inven 
tion will become apparent to those skilled in the art upon a 
reading of the following Specification of the invention and a 
Study of the Several figures of the drawing. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0018 FIG. 1 is a perspective view of system including a 
haptic interface device of the present invention connected to 
a host computer; 

0019 FIG. 2 is a side cross sectional view of a mouse 
embodiment of the haptic interface device of FIG. 1 that 
provides inertial forces to the user; 
0020 FIGS. 3a and 3b are perspective and side eleva 
tional views, respectively, of one embodiment of an actuator 
assembly Suitable for use with the present invention; 
0021 FIG. 3c is a side elevational view of the actuator 
assembly of FIGS. 3a and 3b in a flexed position; 
0022 FIG. 3d is a side elevational view of a second 
embodiment of the actuator assembly of the present inven 
tion providing a moving inertial mass; 
0023 FIG. 4 is a side cross sectional view of the mouse 
interface device of FIG. 2 that additionally provides contact 
forces to the user; 

0024 FIGS. 5a-5c are perspective views of a third 
embodiment of the actuator assembly of the present inven 
tion; 

0025 FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of a fourth embodi 
ment of the actuator assembly of the present invention in 
which the actuator is moved as an inertial mass, 
0026 FIGS. 7a-7g are perspective views of a first 
embodiment of the actuator assembly of FIG. 6; 
0027 FIG. 8 is a side cross sectional view of a mouse 
embodiment of the haptic interface device of FIG. 2 includ 
ing a second embodiment of the actuator assembly of FIG. 
6; 
0028 FIGS. 9a-9b and 9c are perspective and top plan 
views of the actuator assembly used in the device of FIG.8; 
0029 FIG. 10a is a perspective view of a flexure for use 
with a third embodiment of the actuator assembly of FIG. 6; 
0030 FIGS. 10b and 10c are perspective and top plan 
views of the third embodiment of the actuator assembly of 
FIG. 6; 

0031 FIGS. 11a–11b are exploded views of a fourth 
embodiment of the actuator assembly of FIG. 6; 
0032 FIGS. 12a and 12b are views of the actuator 
assembly shown in FIGS. 11a–11b, 
0033 FIG. 13 is a block diagram illustrating an embodi 
ment of the haptic interface device and host computer for use 
with the present invention; and 
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0034 FIG. 14 is a representation of a graphical user 
interface with elements providing haptic feedback imple 
mented by the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0.035 FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a haptic feedback 
mouse interface System 10 of the present invention capable 
of providing input to a host computer based on the user's 
manipulation of the mouse and capable of providing haptic 
feedback to the user of the mouse System based on events 
occurring in a program implemented by the host computer. 
Mouse system 10 includes a mouse 12 and a host computer 
14. It should be noted that the term “mouse' as used herein, 
indicates an object generally shaped to be grasped or con 
tacted by the user and moved within a Substantially planar 
workspace (and additional degrees of freedom if available). 
Typically, a mouse is a Smooth- or angular-shaped compact 
unit that Snugly fits under a user's hand, fingers, and/or 
palm, but can also be implemented as a grip, finger cradle, 
cylinder, Sphere, planar object, etc. 

0.036 Mouse 12 is an object that is preferably grasped or 
gripped and manipulated by a user. By “grasp, it is meant 
that users may releasably engage a portion of the object in 
Some fashion, Such as by hand, with their fingertips, etc. In 
the described embodiment, mouse 12 is shaped So that a 
user's fingers or hand may comfortably grasp the object and 
move it in the provided degrees of freedom in physical 
Space. For example, a user can move mouse 12 to provide 
planar two-dimensional input to a computer System to 
correspondingly move a computer generated graphical 
object, Such as a cursor or other image, in a graphical 
environment provided by computer 14 or to control a virtual 
character, vehicle, or other entity in a game, or simulation. 
In addition, mouse 12 preferably includes one or more 
buttons 16a and 16b to allow the user to provide additional 
commands to the computer System. The mouse 12 may also 
include additional buttons. For example, a thumb button can 
be included on one side of the housing of mouse 12. 
0037 Mouse 12 preferably includes an actuator assembly 
which is operative to produce forces on the mouse 12 and 
haptic Sensations to the user. Several embodiments are 
described herein which provide different implementations of 
the actuator assembly, and which are described in greater 
detail below with reference to FIGS. 2-12b. 

0.038 Mouse 12 rests on a ground Surface 22 such as a 
tabletop or mousepad. A user grasps the mouse 12 and 
moves the mouse in a planar WorkSpace on the Surface 22 as 
indicated by arrows 24. Mouse 12 may be moved anywhere 
on the ground Surface 22, picked up and placed in a different 
location, etc. A frictional ball and roller assembly (not 
shown) can in Some embodiments be provided on the 
underSide of the mouse 12 to translate the planar motion of 
the mouse 12 into electrical position signals, which are sent 
to a host computer 14 over a bus 20 as is well known to those 
skilled in the art. In other embodiments, different mecha 
nisms and/or electronicS can be used to convert mouse 
motion to position or motion Signals received by the host 
computer, as described below. Mouse 12 is preferably a 
relative device, in which its Sensor detect a change in 
position of the mouse, allowing the mouse to be moved over 
any Surface at any location. An absolute mouse may also be 
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used, in which the absolute position of the mouse is known 
with reference to a particular predefined WorkSpace. 
0039 Mouse 12 is coupled to the computer 14 by a bus 
20, which communicates Signals between mouse 12 and 
computer 14 and may also, in Some preferred embodiments, 
provide power to the mouse 12. Components Such as actua 
tor assembly 18 require power that can be Supplied from a 
conventional Serial port or through an interface Such as a 
USB or Firewire bus. In other embodiments, signals can be 
Sent between mouse 12 and computer 14 by wireleSS trans 
mission/reception. In Some embodiments, the power for the 
actuator can be Supplemented or Solely Supplied by a power 
Storage device provided on the mouse, Such as a capacitor or 
one or more batteries. Some embodiments of Such are 
disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,691,898, incorporated herein by 
reference. 

0040 Host computer 14 is preferably a personal com 
puter or WorkStation, Such as a PC compatible computer or 
Macintosh personal computer, or a Sun or Silicon Graphics 
WorkStation. For example, the computer 14 can operate 
under the WindowsTM, MacOS, Unix, or MS-DOS operating 
System. Alternatively, host computer System 14 can be one 
of a variety of home video game console Systems commonly 
connected to a television Set or other display, Such as 
systems available from Nintendo, Sega, or Sony. In other 
embodiments, host computer System 14 can be a “set top 
box' which can be used, for example, to provide interactive 
television functions to users, or a "network-' or “internet 
computer which allows users to interact with a local or 
global network using Standard connections and protocols 
Such as used for the Internet and World Wide Web. Host 
computer preferably includes a host microprocessor, random 
access memory (RAM), read only memory (ROM), input/ 
output (I/O) circuitry, and other components of computers 
well-known to those skilled in the art. 

0041) Host computer 14 preferably implements a host 
application program with which a user is interacting via 
mouse 12 and other peripherals, if appropriate, and which 
may include force feedback functionality. For example, the 
host application program can be a Video game, word pro 
ceSSor or Spreadsheet, Web page or browser that implements 
HTML or VRML instructions, scientific analysis program, 
Virtual reality training program or application, or other 
application program that utilizes input of mouse 12 and 
outputs force feedback commands to the mouse 12. Herein, 
for simplicity, operating systems such as WindowsTM, MS 
DOS, MacOS, Linux, Be, etc. are also referred to as “appli 
cation programs.” In one preferred embodiment, an appli 
cation program utilizes a graphical user interface (GUI) to 
present options to a user and receive input from the user. 
Herein, computer 14 may be referred as providing a "graphi 
cal environment,”, which can be a graphical user interface, 
game, Simulation, or other visual environment. The com 
puter displays “graphical objects” or “computer objects,” 
which are not physical objects, but are logical Software unit 
collections of data and/or procedures that may be displayed 
as images by computer 14 on display Screen 26, as is well 
known to those skilled in the art. A displayed cursor or a 
Simulated cockpit of an aircraft might be considered a 
graphical object. The host application program checks for 
input signals received from the electronicS and Sensors of 
mouse 12, and outputs force values and/or commands to be 
converted into forces output for mouse 12. Suitable software 
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drivers which interface Such simulation Software with com 
puter input/output (I/O) devices are available from Immer 
sion Corporation of San Jose, Calif. 

0.042 Display device 26 can be included in host computer 
14 and can be a standard display screen (LCD, CRT, flat 
panel, etc.), 3-D goggles, or any other visual output device. 
Typically, the host application provides images to be dis 
played on display device 26 and/or other feedback, Such as 
auditory Signals. For example, display Screen 26 can display 
images from a GUI. 

0043. As shown in FIG. 1, the host computer may have 
its own “host frame'28 which is displayed on the display 
Screen 26. In contrast, the mouse 12 has its own workSpace 
or “local frame'30 in which the mouse 12 is moved. In a 
position control paradigm, the position (or change in posi 
tion) of a user-controlled graphical object, Such as a cursor, 
in host frame 28 corresponds to a position (or change in 
position) of the mouse 12 in the local frame 30. The offset 
between the object in the host frame and the object in the 
local frame can be changed by the user by indexing, i.e., 
moving the mouse while no change in input is provided to 
the host computer, Such as by lifting the mouse from a 
Surface and placing it down at a different location. 

0044) In alternative embodiments, the mouse 12 can 
instead be a different interface device or control device. For 
example, handheld devices are very Suitable for the actuator 
assemblies described herein. A hand-held -remote control 
device used to Select functions of a television, Video cassette 
recorder, Sound Stereo, internet or network computer (e.g., 
Web-TVTM), or a gamepad controller for video games or 
computer games, can be used with the haptic feedback 
components described herein. Handheld devices are not 
constrained to a planar WorkSpace like a mouse but can Still 
benefit from the directed inertial Sensations and contact 
forces described herein which, for example, can be output 
about perpendicularly to the device's housing Surfaces. 
Other interface devices may also make use of the actuator 
assemblies described herein. For example, a joystick handle 
can include the actuator assembly, where haptic Sensations 
are output on the joystick handle as the Sole haptic feedback 
or to Supplement kinesthetic force feedback in the degrees of 
freedom of the joystick. Trackballs, Steering wheels, Sty 
luses, rotary knobs, linear Sliders, gun-shaped targeting 
devices, medical devices, grips, etc. can also make use of the 
actuator assemblies described herein to provide haptic Sen 
sations. 

004.5 FIG. 2 is a side cross-sectional view of a first 
embodiment 40 of mouse 12 of FIG. 1. Mouse 40 includes 
one or more actuator assemblies for imparting haptic feed 
back Such as tactile Sensations to the user of the mouse. The 
actuator assembly outputs forces on the mouse 40 which the 
user is able to feel. The embodiment of FIG. 2 is intended 
to provide inertial forces rather than contact forces, contact 
forces are described with respect to FIG. 4. In some embodi 
ments, two or more actuator assemblies can provide inertial 
forces or contact forces, or one actuator assembly can 
provide inertial forces, while a different actuator assembly 
can provide contact forces. 

0.046 Mouse 40 includes a housing 50, a sensing system 
52, and an actuator assembly 54. Housing 50 is shaped to fit 
the user's hand like a Standard mouse while the user moves 
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the mouse in the planar degrees of freedom and manipulates 
the buttons 16. Other housing shapes can be provided in 
many different embodiments. 
0047. Sensing system 52 detects the position of the 
mouse in its planar degrees of freedom, e.g. along the X and 
Y axes. In the described embodiment, sensing system 52 
includes a standard mouse ball 54 for providing directional 
input to the computer System. Ball 45 is a Sphere that extends 
partially out the bottom Surface of the mouse and rolls in a 
direction corresponding to the motion of the mouse on a 
planar surface 22. For example, when the mouse 40 is 
moved in a direction indicated by arrow 56 (y direction), the 
ball rotates in place in a direction shown by arrow 58. The 
ball motion can be tracked by a cylindrical roller 60 which 
is coupled to a Sensor 62 for detecting the motion of the 
mouse. A similar roller and sensor 28 can be used for the 
X-direction which is perpendicular to the y-axis. 
0048. Other types of mechanisms and/or electronics for 
detecting planar motion of the mouse 40 can be used in other 
embodiments. In Some embodiments, high frequency tactile 
Sensations can be applied by the actuator that cause a mouse 
ball 45 to slip with respect to the frictionally engaged rollers. 
This is problematic, causing the mouse to be less accurate 
because of the tactile Sensations. To remedy this problem, a 
more preferred embodiment employs the actuator assembly 
54 within an optical mouse that has no moving mouse ball 
component. A Suitable optical mouse technology is made by 
Hewlett Packard of Palo Alto, Calif. and can be advanta 
geously combined with the tactile Sensation technologies 
described herein, where the optical Sensor detects motion of 
the mouse relative to the planar Support Surface by optically 
taking and Storing a number of images of the Surface and 
comparing those images over time to determine if the mouse 
has moved. For example, the Intellimouse TM Explorer or 
Intellimouse TM with IntellieyeTM mouse devices from 
Microsoft Corporation use this type of sensor. If a local 
microprocessor is employed (see FIG. 13), the control of the 
tactile element can be performed by the Same local processor 
that controls the optical Sensor technology, thereby reducing 
component costs (i.e., there is no need to have one processor 
for the optics and one processor for the tactile feedback). 
Alternatively, a portion of an optical Sensor can be built into 
the Surface 22 to detect the position of an emitter or 
transmitter in mouse 40 and thus detect the position of the 
mouse 40 on the Surface 22. 

0049. Buttons 16 can be selected by the user as a “com 
mand gesture' when the user wishes to input a command 
signal to the host computer 14. The user pushes a button 16 
down (in the degree of freedom of the button approximately 
along axis Z) to provide a command to the computer. The 
command Signal, when received by the host computer, can 
manipulate the graphical environment in a variety of ways. 
In one embodiment, an electrical lead can be made to contact 
a Sensing lead as with any mechanical Switch to determine 
a simple on or off State of the button. An optical Switch or 
other type of digital Sensor can alternatively be provided to 
detect a button press. In a different continuous-range button 
embodiment, a Sensor can be used to detect the precise 
position of the button 16 in its range of motion (degree of 
freedom). In Some embodiments, one or more of the buttons 
16 can be provided with force feedback (in addition to the 
inertial tactile feedback from actuator 18), as described in 
copending patent application Ser. No. 09/235,132. 
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0050 Mouse 40 includes an actuator assembly 54, and 
the actuator assembly includes an actuator 66, a flexure 
mechanism (“flexure”) 68, and an inertial mass 70 coupled 
to the actuator 66 by the flexure 68. In one preferred 
embodiment, the actuator 66 acts as an inertial mass, So that 
a separate inertial mass 70 is not required; this is described 
below. The inertial mass 70 is moved in a linear direction by 
the actuator 66, preferably approximately in the Z-axis 51 
which is approximately perpendicular the planar WorkSpace 
of the mouse in the X- and y-axes, e.g. the mouse's position 
or motion is Sensed in the X-y plane. The actuator is coupled 
to the housing 50 of the mouse such that inertial forces 
caused by the motion of the inertial mass are applied to the 
housing of the mouse with respect to the inertial mass, 
thereby conveying haptic feedback Such as tactile Sensations 
to the user of the mouse who is contacting the housing. Thus, 
the actuator 66 need not directly output forces to the user or 
to a user-manipulatable object, but instead the moving mass 
creates an inertial force that is indirectly transmitted to the 
USC. 

0051. Using an inertial mass as the grounding reference 
for tactile Sensation generation on an cursor control interface 
has numerous limitations. First and foremost, the magnitude 
of forces that can be output with respect to an inertial ground 
are not as high as can be output with respect to an earth 
ground. Of course, the larger the inertial mass, the larger the 
forces that can be output, So the theoretical limit of force 
magnitude is very high. However, for practical reasons, very 
large masses cannot typically be used within a mouse device 
as the inertial ground, Since large masses make the mouse 
device too heavy and large masses may not fit in Smaller 
mouse housings. Thus, the amount of force output that can 
be practically applied is limited. 
0.052 Because large forces can not be applied through an 
inertial ground, it is desirable to compensate by using a high 
bandwidth actuator, i.e., an actuator that can output abrupt 
changes in force magnitude level. Since the human hand is 
more Sensitive to changes in force level than to absolute 
force levels, a high bandwidth actuator used to convey low 
level forces produced with respect to an inertial ground can 
be quite effective in producing compelling haptic Sensations. 

0053. The preferred embodiment creates inertial forces 
that are directed Substantially in a Single particular degree of 
freedom, i.e. along a particular axis. In most embodiments, 
crisp haptic Sensations cannot typically be achieved using a 
continuously rotating eccentric mass, which provides an 
undirected inertial force in a rotating plane and creates a 
generalized wobble on the device. Therefore, a linearinertial 
force is desirable. It is important to consider the direction or 
degree of freedom that the linear force is applied on the 
housing of the mouse device with respect to the inertial 
mass. If a significant component of the force is applied along 
one or more of the moveable planar degrees of freedom of 
the mouse (i.e., the X or y axis) with respect to the inertial 
mass, the short pulse can jar the mouse in one or both of 
those planar degrees of freedom and thereby impair the 
user's ability to accurately guide a controlled graphical 
object, Such as a cursor, to a given target. Since a primary 
function of a mouse is accurate targeting, a tactile Sensation 
that distorts or impairs targeting, even mildly, is usually 
undesirable. To solve this problem, the mouse device of the 
present invention applies inertial forces Substantially along 
the Z axis, orthogonal to the planar X and y axes of the mouse 
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controller. In Such a novel configuration, tactile Sensations 
can be applied at a perceptually Strong level for the user 
without impairing the ability to accurately position a user 
controlled graphical object in the X and y axes. Furthermore, 
Since the tactile Sensations are directed in a third degree of 
freedom relative to the two-dimensional mouse planar work 
Space and display Screen, jolts or pulses output along the Z 
axis feel much more like three-dimensional bumps or divots 
to the user, increasing the realism of the tactile Sensations 
and creating a more compelling interaction. For example, an 
upwardly-directed pulse that is output when the cursor is 
moved over a window border creates the illusion that the 
mouse is moving “over a bump at the window border. 
0054 Alternatively, directed inertial forces can be output 
along the X and Y axes in the planar WorkSpace of the device 
and can be compensated for to prevent or reduce interfer 
ence with the user's control of the device. One method to 
compensate is to actively filter imparted jitter in that work 
Space, as disclosed in a pending patent application Ser. No. 
08/839,249, incorporated herein by reference; however, this 
implementation may add complexity and cost to the mouse 
device. 

0055 One way to direct an inertial force is to directly 
output a linear force, e.g., a linear moving voice coil actuator 
or a linear moving-magnet actuator can be used, which are 
suitable for high bandwidth actuation. These embodiments 
are described in greater detail in copending patent applica 
tion Ser. No. 09/456,887, filed Dec. 7, 1999, entitled, 
“Tactile Mouse Device, and which is incorporated herein 
by reference. These embodiments allow for high fidelity 
control of force Sensations in both the frequency and mag 
nitude domains, and also allow the forces to be directed 
along a desired axis and allows for crisp tactile Sensations 
that can be independently modulated in magnitude and 
frequency. 
0056. One aspect of the present invention is directed 
toward providing linear output forces using a rotary actuator, 
i.e. an actuator outputting a rotary force (torque). In the 
current actuator market, rotary actuatorS Such as rotary DC 
motors are among the most inexpensive types of actuators 
that still allow high bandwidth operation (when driven with 
Signals through, for example, an H-bridge type amplifier). 
These types of motors can also be made very Small and 
output high magnitude forces for their size. Actuator 66 is 
therefore preferably a DC motor, but can be other types of 
rotary actuators in other embodiments. For example, a 
moving magnet actuator can be used instead of a DC motor; 
Such an actuator is described in detail in copending patent 
application No. 60/133,208, incorporated herein by refer 
ence. Other types of actuators can also be used, Such as a 
Stepper motor controlled with pulse width modulation of an 
applied Voltage, a pneumatic/hydraulic actuator, a torquer 
(motor with limited angular range), shape memory alloy 
material (wire, plate, etc.), a piezo-electric actuator, etc. 
0057 The present invention makes use of low cost flex 
ure as a mechanical transmission to convert a rotary actuator 
force to a linear force that is used to move the inertial mass, 
and to also amplify the forces to allow more compelling 
haptic sensations. Various embodiments of the flexure 68 are 
described in greater detail below with reference to FIGS. 
3a-12b. 

0.058. In the described embodiment of FIG. 2, actuator 
assembly 54 has a Stationary portion which is coupled to a 
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part of the housing 50 (and thus stationary only with respect 
to the portion of the mouse housing to which it is coupled). 
The rotating Shaft of the actuator is coupled to the moving 
portion of the assembly that includes the inertial mass 70 (or 
the actuator as the inertial mass) and at least part of the 
flexure 68, where the inertial mass moves linearly approxi 
mately along the Z-axis. The actuator 66 is operative to 
oscillate the inertial mass 70 (or itself in some embodiments) 
quickly along the axis C which is approximately parallel to 
the Z axis. Thus, forces produced by the inertial mass are 
transmitted to the housing through the actuator and felt by 
the user. These forces are Substantially directed along the Z 
axis and therefore do not substantially interfere with motion 
of the mouse along the X and Y axes. 
0059. The actuator assembly 54 can be placed in a variety 
of positions within the mouse housing. For example, one 
preferred embodiment places the actuator assembly on the 
bottom portion of the housing, as close to the center of the 
mouse along both the X and Y axes as possible to reduce a 
wobble effect on the mouse when the actuator is active. In 
other embodiments, the actuator assembly 54 can be posi 
tioned centered along one axis but off-center along the other 
axis to accommodate other electronic and mechanical com 
ponents in the mouse, e.g. near the front or back of the 
mouse. In yet other embodiments, the actuator assembly 54 
can be connected to a side or top portion of the housing 50 
rather than the bottom portion 67, although it is preferred 
that the actuator be oriented to output forces approximately 
along the Z-axis (and thus the top or bottom may be 
preferable to the sides). A variety of tactile Sensations can be 
output to the user, many of which are described in greater 
detail below with respect to FIG. 14. 
0060 An additional challenge of applying a compelling 
tactile Sensation to the mouse housing along the described Z 
axis is that the mouse sits upon a table or other Surface 22 
and is therefore physically grounded along that Z axis. In 
other words, the forces applied by the actuator assembly 54 
along the Z axis, with respect to the inertial mass, are 
countered by the normal forces applied by the table Surface 
upon the mouse housing. One way to accommodate these 
countering forces is to use a flexible or Semi-flexible Surface 
between the mouse and the ground Surface, Such as a 
Standard mouse pad. This type of flexible Surface increases 
the transmissibility of the inertial forces from the actuator to 
the housing. For example, the mouse pad adds additional 
compliance and damping to the Second order harmonic 
System, allowing output forces to be magnified if the output 
force vibrations or pulses are within the magnifying fre 
quency range of the System, as described below with refer 
ence to FIG. 3c. Most mouse pads add a compliance and 
damping between the mouse and a hard Surface Such as a 
tabletop that allows magnification of the inertial forces, in 
Some embodiments, particular mouse pads can be provided 
which have a compliance tuned to amplify forces to a 
desired extent. Alternate embodiments include coupling the 
Stationary portion of the actuator 66 to a portion of the 
housing 50 that is different from the base or bottom portion 
68 of the housing (e.g. the side of the housing), and 
providing an amount of fleX between the actuator-coupled 
portion of the mouse housing and the base portion 68 that is 
in contact with the Surface 22. For example, flexible hinges 
or connecting members can couple the two portions. This 
too improves the transmissibility of the tactile Sensations, 
and can also be used in conjunction with a mouse pad for 
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Still better force transmissibility. Compliance adding to the 
magnitude of tactile Sensations is described in copending 
provisional application No. 60/157,206, incorporated herein 
by reference. 

0061. In addition, the haptic sensation output can be of 
varying quality depending on the direction of motion of the 
inertial mass (either a separate inertial mass or the actuator 
as the mass). For example, the inertial mass preferably is 
provided in an origin position when at rest, where a Spring 
compliance biases the mass toward the origin position. In 
Some embodiments, the origin position of-the inertial mass 
may not be in the center of the range of motion of the mass, 
So that a greater distance exists from the origin position to 
a range limit on one Side of the origin position than on the 
other Side. Furthermore, even if the mass is centered in its 
range at the origin position when the actuator assembly is 
initially manufactured, the origin position may shift over 
time due to use, e.g. if a flexure is used, one or more fleX 
joints may become less rigid over time to allow the mass to 
Sag slightly due to gravity, thus causing the origin position 
to change to a non-centered position. In Such cases, an initial 
greater magnitude haptic Sensation can be obtained in many 
embodiments by first moving the mass in the direction 
having the greater distance from origin to range limit. The 
greater distance allows the mass to achieve a higher Velocity 
and thus a higher momentum, So that when the mass changes 
direction at the range limit, a greater change in momentum 
is achieved and thus a greater force is output. This provides 
an initial pulse (from a rest state) having greater magnitude 
to the user than if the inertial mass were initially driven in 
the direction having less distance. To ensure Such greater 
magnitude forces, the actuator 66 driving the mass can be Set 
to the appropriate polarity to always initially drive the mass 
in the direction having greater range, e.g. in many embodi 
ments, this is the “up' direction against gravity. 

0062 FIGS. 3a and 3b are perspective and side eleva 
tional views of a first embodiment 80 of a flexure 68 of the 
present invention for use in the actuator assembly 54. The 
flexure is preferably a single, unitary piece made of a 
material Such as polypropylene plastic ("living hinge' mate 
rial) or other flexible material. This type of material is 
durable and allows flexibility of the flex joints (hinges) in the 
flexure when one of the dimensions of the joint is made 
Small, but is also rigid in the other dimensions, allowing 
Structural integrity as well as flexibility depending on thick 
ness. Some embodiments of flexures used in force feedback 
devices are described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,805,140 and patent 
application Ser. No. 09/376,649, both incorporated herein by 
reference. 

0063) Actuator 66 is shown coupled to the flexure 80, 
where the actuator is shown in dotted lines. The housing of 
the actuator is coupled to a grounded portion 86 of the 
flexure 80. The grounded portion 86 can be coupled to the 
housing 50 of the mouse 40, such as the side or bottom of 
the housing 50. In the shown configuration, the portion 88 
(the portion to the right of the arrow 89) of the flexure should 
not be coupled to ground Since it moves to provide an 
approximately linear motion, as explained below. 

0064. A rotating shaft 82 of the actuator is coupled to the 
flexure 80 in a bore 84 of the flexure 80 and is rigidly 
coupled to a central rotating member 90. The rotating shaft 
82 of the actuator is rotated about an axis. A which also 
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rotates member 90 about axis A. Rotating member 90 is 
coupled to a linear moving portion 92 by a flex joint 94. The 
flex joint 94 preferably is made very thin in the dimension 
it is to flex, i.e. one of the X- or y-axis dimensions (the y-axis 
dimension as shown in FIG. 3a, it can also be made thin in 
the x-axis dimension) so that the flexjoint 94 will bend when 
the moving portion 88 is moved with respect to the grounded 
portion 86. The linear moving portion 92 moves linearly 
along the Z-axis as shown by arrow 96. In actuality, the 
linear moving portion 92 moves only approximately linearly 
Since it has a Small arc to its travel, but the arc is Small 
enough to be ignored for force output purposes. The linear 
moving portion 92 is coupled to the grounded portion 86 of 
the flexure 80 by flex joints 98a and 98b. Preferably, one end 
of intermediate members 100a and 100b are coupled to the 
flex joints 98a and 98b, respectively, and the other ends of 
the intermediate members are coupled to another flex joint 
102a and 102b, respectively. The flex joints 102a and 102b 
are coupled to the grounded portion 86. Like flex joint 94, 
the flex joint 98a, 98b, 102a and 102b are thin in one of the 
x-y dimensions (the other x-y dimension than the dimension 
in which the flex joint 94 is thin) to allow motion between 
the two members connected by each flex joint. Thus, the flex 
joints 102 and 98 on each member 100 combine to bend like 
a letter “S,” allowing the linear motion of member 92. 
0065. In some embodiments, the linear moving member 
92 of the flexure is of Sufficient mass to act as the inertial 
mass 70 of the actuator assembly. The member 92 can be 
driven up and down on the Z-axis to create inertial forces. In 
other embodiments, an additional mass, shown as dotted 
outline 97, can be coupled to the linearly moving member 
92. For example, the mass 97 can be a piece of metal (iron, 
etc.) or other material having a large mass or weight. A larger 
mass 97 will cause forces with greater magnitude to be felt 
by the user of the mouse 40. 
0.066 An example of the motion allowed by flexure 80 is 
shown in FIG. 3c. In this example, the actuator 66 has 
caused rotation in the clockwise direction as shown by arrow 
104. The rotation of the actuator shaft causes the rotating 
member 90 to rotate- clockwise, which causes the linear 
moving member 92 to move approximately linearly in the 
direction 106. The flex joint 94 pulls the linear moving 
member 92 in this direction, and also flexes to allow the 
rotational motion to become linear motion. Flex joint 94 is 
important in that it allows moving member 92 to move 
slightly in the y-direction as shown by arrow 107 as the 
member 92 is moved in the z-direction; without such y-di 
rection compliance, the member 92 could not move in the 
Z-direction to any significant extent. Furthermore, the fleX 
joints 102a and 102b flex with respect to the grounded 
portion 86, and the flex joints 98a and 98b also flex with 
respect to their connected members to allow the linear 
motion of the member 92 with respect to the portion 86. The 
arm length of member 90 is preferably shorter than the 
lengths of members 100a and 100b to allow greater force 
output; however, the member 90 length can be increased to 
allow greater displacement of member 92 at the cost of less 
force output. 
0067. The flexure 80 also preferably includes two stops 
108a and 108b which are positioned surrounding the rotat 
ing member 90. In FIG. 3c, the rotating member 90 has 
impacted stop 108b, which prevents further rotation in that 
direction and also limits the linear motion of the member 92. 
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Stop 108a similarly limits motion in the counterclockwise 
direction. In Some configurations, the member 100a impacts 
the Stop 108a and acts as the Stopping member rather than 
or in addition to member 90 acting as the Stopping member, 
and member 100b impacts the stop 108b in the other 
direction. The Stops can be extended to different positions in 
different embodiments to allow a desired linear range of 
member 92. In some embodiments, the stops 108 can be 
provided with some compliance to improve the “feel” of an 
impact with the Stop as experienced by the user; for 
example, a harsh "clacking' impact can be Softened at 
maximum amplitude output of the actuator. With the Stops 
acting as shown, the actuator 66 is operated in only a fraction 
of its rotational range, i.e. the actuator is driven in two 
directions and drives the member 90 back and forth, and the 
actuator shaft never makes a full revolution. This is intended 
operation of the actuator, Since it allows high bandwidth 
operation and higher frequencies of pulses or vibrations to 
be output. 
0068 The flexure 80 is advantageous in the present 
invention because it has an extremely low cost and ease of 
manufacturability, yet allows high-bandwidth forces to be 
transmitted as inertial forces. Since the flexure 80 is a 
unitary member, it can be manufactured from a Single mold 
(or a small number of molds), eliminating significant assem 
bly time and cost. Furthermore, it is rigid enough to provide 
Strong vibrations with respect to the mouse housing and to 
provide Significant durability. In addition, the flexure pro 
vides close to Zero backlash and does not wear out Substan 
tially over time, providing a long life to the product. 

0069. In addition, the flex joints included in flexure 80 act 
as Spring members on the linear moving member 92 to 
provide a restoring force toward the rest position (origin 
position) of the flexure (shown in FIG.3b). For example, the 
flex joints 102a and 98a sum to provide a first spring 
constant (k) for the member-92, the flex joints 102b and 98b 
Sum to provide a second spring constant (k) for the member 
92, and the flex joint 94 provides a third spring constant for 
the moving member 92. Having a Spring-biased center 
position for the moving member is essential for providing 
linear harmonic operation which will faithfully reproduce an 
input control Signal, and which is more desirable than 
nonlinear operation. With this spring compliance in the 
system included between the moveable member and the 
housing of the mouse, a Second order harmonic System is 
created. This System can be tuned So that amplification of 
forces output by the actuator is performed at a efficient level, 
e.g. near the natural frequency of the System. Tuning Such a 
harmonic System using an inertial force actuator and com 
pliant Suspension of a moving mass is described in greater 
detail in copending provisional patent application No. 
60/157,206, which is incorporated herein by reference. A 
System providing contact forces, as described with reference 
to FIG. 4, can also be so tuned. For example, in the flexure 
80, the Spring constants can be tuned by adjusting the 
thickness of the flex joints 102a and 102b, 98a and 98b, 
and/or 94 (in the dimension in which they are thin). In some 
embodiments, additional Springs can be added to provide 
additional centering force if desired, e.g. mechanical Springs 
Such as leaf Springs. 

0070 FIG. 3d is a side elevational view of a different 
embodiment 110 of the inertial actuator assembly 54 of FIG. 
2. In this embodiment, a flexure is not used to couple the 
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inertial mass to the actuator; instead, a rigid connection is 
used. An actuator 112 is grounded to the housing 50 of the 
interface device and includes a rotating shaft 113 that is 
rigidly coupled to an arm member 114. An inertial mass 116 
is coupled to the housing 50 by two spring elements 117 
which provide a centering, restoring force on the mass 116; 
the Spring elements can be implemented as leaf Springs, 
helical Springs, flex joints, etc. The arm member 114 is 
slidably engaged with a boss 118 that is coupled to the mass 
116. 

0071. When actuator shaft 113 is rotated, the arm mem 
ber 114 is also rotated and causes the mass 116 to linearly 
move up or down along the Z-axis. This linear motion is 
allowed by the arm member 114 sliding with respect to the 
boss 118 and the mass 116 as the arm member is rotated. The 
linear motion is also allowed by compliance in the Spring 
elements 117 in the x-y plane. This embodiment is less 
durable and provides more backlash than the previous 
embodiments due to sliding friction between the member 
114 and boss 118. 

0.072 FIG. 4 is a side elevational view of a second 
embodiment 120 of a mouse device using the flexure 80 
shown in FIGS. 3a-3c. In FIG.4, the linear motion provided 
by the actuator assembly 54 (including flexure 80) is used to 
drive a portion of the housing (or other member) that is in 
direct contact with the user's hand (finger, palm, etc.) 
0073. The mouse 120 includes a sensing system 52 and 
buttons 16 similar to those described for the mouse 40 of 
FIG. 2. The actuator assembly 54 includes an actuator 66, 
flexure 68 (such as flexure 80), and inertial mass also similar 
to the embodiment 40 of FIG. 2 (except that the actuator and 
flexure of FIG. 4 are shown rotated approximately 90 
degrees with respect to FIG. 2). 
0.074) Mouse 120 includes a moving cover portion 122 
which can be part of the housing 50. Cover portion 122 is 
coupled to the base portion 124 of the housing 50 by a hinge 
allowing their respective motion, Such as a mechanical 
hinge, a flexure, rubber bellows, or other type of hinge. 
Cover portion 122 may thus rotate about an axis B of the 
hinge with respect to the base portion. In other embodi 
ments, the hinge can allow linear or sliding motion rather 
than rotary motion between cover and base portions. In the 
embodiment shown, the cover portion 122 extends in the 
y-direction from about the mid-point of the mouse housing 
to near the back end of the mouse. In other embodiments, the 
cover portion 122 can cover larger or Smaller areas; for 
example, the cover portion 122 can be the entire top Surface 
of the mouse housing, can include the sides of the mouse 
housing or be positioned only at the Side portions, etc. 
Various embodiments of Such a moveable cover portion are 
described in copending patent application Ser. No. 09/253, 
132, incorporated herein by reference. 
0075. The cover portion 122 is rotatably coupled to a link 
126, and the link 126 is rotatably coupled at its other end to 
the linear moving portion 92 of the flexure 80 (see FIGS. 
3a-3c). Thus, as the member 92 of the flexure 80 is moved 
along the Z-axis, this motion is transmitted to the cover 
portion 122 through the link 126, where the rotational 
couplings of the link allow the cover portion 122 to move 
about axis B of the hinge with respect to the base portion 
124. The actuator 66 can drive the member 92 up on the 
Z-axis, which causes the cover portion 122 to move up to, for 
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example, the dashed position shown. In Some embodiments, 
the cover portion can also be moved down from a rest 
position, where the rest position can be provided in the 
middle of the range of motion of the cover portion 122. For 
example, the inherent spring of the flexure 80 can bias the 
cover portion to Such a middle rest position, and/or other 
mechanical Springs can be added to perform this function. 

0076. The user feels the force of the cover portion against 
his or her hand (Such as the palm) as a contact force (as 
opposed to an inertial force). When the cover portion is 
oscillated, the user can feel a vibration-like force. The cover 
portion can also be used to designate 3-D elevations in a 
graphical environment. In Some embodiments, the configu 
ration described can inherently provide an inertial force as 
well as the contact force if an inertial mass is moved as 
described above in addition to the contact portion. In other 
embodiments, a different “contact member” (e.g. a member 
that is physically contacted by the user) can be moved 
instead of the cover portion 122 but in a similar fashion, Such 
as mouse buttons 16 or other buttons, tabs, mouse wheels, or 
dials. Furthermore, in Some embodiments multiple actuator 
assemblies 54 can be used to drive a cover portion and one 
or more buttons or other controls of the mouse 120. Fur 
thermore, in Some embodiments, one actuator assembly 54 
can be used to move a cover portion 122 or other member, 
and a different actuator assembly can be used to provide an 
inertial force as in the embodiment 40 of FIG. 2, where the 
inertial and contact forces can operate in conjunction if 
desired. Only one actuator assembly 54 need be used to 
provide both inertial and contact forces if the embodiment of 
FIG. 6 is used, described below. 

0.077 FIGS. 5a, 5b, and 5c are perspective views illus 
trating another embodiment 150 of the flexure 68 which can 
be used in mouse 120 to drive a cover portion 122, button 
16, or other member in a direction approximately parallel to 
the Z-axis. FIG. 5a illustrates the flexure 150 in an unflexed 
position. The flexure 150 is preferably manufactured as a 
Single unitary piece as shown, thereby reducing production 
costs. The flexure 150 includes an actuator end 152 which is 
coupled to a rotary actuator. A flex joint 154 connects the 
actuator end 152 to a central member 156. Member 156 is 
connected at its other end to central flex joint 158, and the 
central flex joint 158 is coupled to a small central piece 159. 
Piece 159 is coupled to two flex joints 160a and 160b which 
are oriented approximately perpendicularly to the joint 158. 
Arm members 162a and 162b are coupled to the flex joints 
160a and 160b, respectively, and flex joints 160a and 160b 
are coupled to the other ends of the arm members 162a and 
162b. Finally, end members 166a and 166b are coupled to 
the other ends of the flex joints 164a and 164b, respectively. 

0078. In its intended operation, the flexure 150 is con 
nected between three different points in the mouse 120. The 
actuator end 152 is rigidly coupled to a rotating actuator 
shaft. The end member 166b is coupled to the base portion 
or other surface of the housing 50 of the mouse, and the end 
member 166a is coupled to the moveable cover portion 122 
or other moving member. The configuration of the flexure 
150 is such that forces output by the actuator are magnified 
Several times as they are transmitted through the end mem 
ber 166a to the moveable cover portion or other member. 

007.9 FIGS. 5b and 5c illustrate the use of flexure 150. 
An actuator 170 is oriented So that its shaft 172 rotates about 
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an axis that is approximately parallel to the Z-axis, i.e. the 
actuator shaft rotates in an x-y plane. The shaft 172 rotates 
actuator end 152 in a direct drive configuration, which 
causes central member 156 to move in the X-y plane, 
approximately linearly as shown by arrow 174. As in the 
flexure 80, the actuator 170 is operated in only a fraction of 
its rotational range when driving the central member 156 in 
two directions. End member 166b is coupled to the base 
Surface 176 (e.g., housing 50) and is oriented approximately 
in the X-y plane, providing an anchor point for the flexure. 
The end member 166b can be rigidly coupled to the base 
surface 176, where the flex joints of the system provide the 
flex to allow the desired motion; or, the end member 166b 
can be rotatably coupled to the base surface 176 to allow 
additional ease of motion. The other end member 166a is 
also oriented approximately in the X-y plane and is driven 
approximately along the Z-axis as the central member is 
moved due to the flexure configuration. The member 166a is 
preferably connected to a cover portion 122 as shown in 
FIG. 4, or a button or other moveable member. When in its 
rest position, the flexure 150 is approximately in a “Y” 
configuration as shown, with the end 152 and central mem 
ber 156 as the base, and members 162 and 166 as the prongs 
or branch members of the “Y” 

0080. The flexure 150 is one form of a living hinge 
linkage, and allows for amplification of forces output on 
member 166a. For example, in a simulation it was found that 
1 N of force provided by the actuator 170 at the central 
member 156 caused from 3 to 8 N output force on member 
166a. The actual force output depends on the angle of the 
opposing links 162a and 162b with respect to the vertical 
Z-axis, as the angle gets Smaller due to the actuator moving 
the central member 156, a greater amount of force is output. 
Such force magnification allows a low-cost actuator 170 
having Small magnitude output, Such as a pager motor, to be 
used to provide higher magnitude contact forces. One prob 
lem with the flexure 150 is that it tends to have nonlinear 
force VS. displacement characteristics, which may distort 
periodic forces at higher frequencies. However, it may be 
possible to use this variable mechanical advantage to control 
StiffneSS when representing Such force effects as hard Sur 
faces. The flexure 150 also has the same advantages as 
flexure 80 in ease of manufacturing and assembly as well as 
inherent Spring restoring force and natural frequency tuning 
ability for force amplification. 

0081. The flexure 150 can also be used in an inertial force 
embodiment as described above with reference to FIG. 2. 
For example, the member 166a can be coupled to an inertial 
mass rather than being connected to a contact member Such 
as cover portion 122. The inertial mass is moved linearly 
along the Z-axis and thus provides inertial Z-axis forces. It 
should be noted that the member 166a can provide both 
inertial and contact forces by maintaining the coupling of 
member 166a to the contact member 122 and adding an 
inertial mass to the member 166a. 

0082) Furthermore, the flexure 150 can also be used in an 
embodiment having the actuator used as an inertial mass. 
One Such embodiment is described in detail below with 
reference to FIG. 6, including the advantages in cost and 
assembly. The flexure 150 can be used to move the actuator 
170 as the inertial mass so that no additional inertial mass 
need be added. In one embodiment, the member 166a can be 
rigidly (or rotatably, if desired) coupled to a stationary part 
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of the housing 50 instead of a moveable contact member. 
The entire base portion 176 (as well as flexure 150 and 
actuator 170 on the base portion 176) can be made moveable 
in the Z-axis, so that when the actuator 170 outputs a 
rotational force, the amplified linear force output by the 
flexure 150 causes the base portion 176 to move in a 
z-direction instead of the member 166a. The base 176 is 
preferably mechanically constrained to a Z-axis direction, 
Since it may move within the X-y plane unless constrained. 
For example, the base 176 can be made cylindrical, and 
cylindrical walls or housing can surround the base 176 to 
allow it to move along the Z-axis but not in the X-y plane. 
This embodiment is advantageous in that the actuator 170 
rotates about the Z-axis in the X-y plane, allowing the 
actuator to be positioned in a more low-profile position for 
compactness (if the flexure 150 is reduced in height as well). 
Other advantages of an embodiment having the actuator 
acting as the inertial mass are described below with refer 
ence to FIG. 6, and apply to the flexure 150 as well. 

0.083 FIG. 6 is a schematic view of a different embodi 
ment 200 of the actuator assembly 54 of the present inven 
tion for use in a haptic feedback mouse 40 or 120. Actuator 
assembly 200 is a preferred embodiment due to its low cost, 
ease of manufacturability, and quality of performance. A 
main difference of the embodiment 200 from previous 
embodiments is the use of an ungrounded actuator as the 
inertial mass in the actuator assembly. The assembly 200 can 
be positioned within the housing 50 of a mouse 

0084. In assembly 200, a rotary actuator 202 is provided 
having a rotating shaft 204. A mechanical transmission 205 
couples the actuator 202 to ground, e.g. the housing of the 
actuator is coupled to the housing 50 of the interface device 
12 by the transmission mechanism 205. A rotating member 
206 is coupled to the shaft 204 and is in turn rotatably 
coupled at its other end to a member 208. Member 208 is 
rotatably coupled at its other end to a ground 210, Such as 
the mouse housing 50. Actuator 202 is also rotatably coupled 
at one end of its housing to an arm member 211a, and is 
rotatably coupled at another end of its housing to an arm 
member 2.11b. Each of the members 2.11a and 2.11b is 
rotatably coupled to a ground 210, such as the housing 50. 

0085 Actuator assembly 200 operates such that the rota 
tion of the actuator shaft causes the actuator 202 (including 
both actuator housing and shaft 204) to move approximately 
along a single axis, Such as the Z axis (or different axes in 
other embodiments). The actuator shaft 204 is rotated, for 
example clockwise, which causes the member 206 to move 
clockwise This causes an upward force to be exerted on the 
member 208; however, since member 208 is grounded, the 
upward force is instead converted to a downward force on 
the actuator 202. The actuator 202 is free to move downward 
due to the rotary couplings to the members 2.11a and 211b, 
and also due to the rotary couplings of the members 2.11a, 
211b, and 208 to ground 210. When the actuator shaft 204 
is rotated counterclockwise, a similar result occurs, where 
the actuator 202 is moved upward. 

0086 Thus, the rotation of the actuator shaft 204 can be 
controlled to control the motion of the actuator itself in a 
linear degree of freedom. If the actuator Shaft is controlled 
to oscillate, the actuator acts as an inertial mass along the 
Z-axis, providing haptic feedback in that degree of freedom. 
This embodiment thus Saves the cost of providing a separate 
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inertial mass and Saves Space and total weight in the device, 
which are important considerations in the home consumer 
market. The actuator 202 can any of a wide variety of rotary 
actuators, Such as a DC motor, moving magnet actuator, 
rotary voice coil actuator, etc. 
0087. The essential elements of the schematic embodi 
ment shown in FIG. 6 can be implemented with a wide 
variety of components. For example, the members can be 
rotatably coupled using mechanical couplings Such as bear 
ings, pinjoints, etc. In other embodiments, the couplings can 
be implemented as fleX joints, which is the preferred 
embodiment as described below with reference to FIGS. 
7a-7f. In other embodiments, some of the couplings in the 
assembly can be implemented with mechanical bearings, 
while other couplings in that assembly can be fleXjoints. The 
actuator 202 rotates shaft 204 about an X or a y-axis and 
within a X-Z plane or y-Z plane; the actuator can alternatively 
be positioned So that the Shaft is rotated about the Z-axis and 
rotation occurs in the X-y plane, as described above with 
reference to FIGS. 5a-5c. 

0088. The actuator assembly 200 can also include spring 
elements 212a and 212b, where a Spring element is coupled 
between each arm member 211 and ground 210. The spring 
elements 212 introduce a restoring force to the mechanism 
So that the actuator is biased to return to the rest position 
shown in FIG. 6 when no force is output by the actuator. 
This also provides a Second order harmonic System which 
can be tuned according to the natural frequency of the 
System to provide amplified forces, as explained above. The 
Spring elements 212a and 212b can be implemented as 
discrete physical Springs (e.g. leaf Springs, helical Springs, 
etc.), or can be inherent in the couplings between elements, 
as with flex joints. 
0089. In some embodiments, the actuator assembly 200 
can be used to provide contact forces, e.g. by driving a cover 
portion 122 or other moveable member as described with 
reference to FIG. 4. In Such an embodiment, a link member 
216 can be rotatably coupled to the actuator 202 housing at 
one end, and rotatably coupled to the cover portion 122 or 
other member. This embodiment also has the advantage of 
including both inertial forces (from the moving actuator 
202) and contact forces (from the moving cover portion 
122). This embodiment provides some of the most compel 
ling haptic Sensations for the embodiments described herein, 
Since the user can feel direct contact forces from the moving 
cover portion 122, and can also feel inertial forces even 
when not contacting the mouse in appropriate manner to feel 
the contact forces from the cover plate. For example, users 
that may not prefer to grasp the mouse in the manner to feel 
the cover portion 122 can Still experience haptic feedback 
from the inertial forces which are transmitted throughout the 
entire housing of the mouse. 
0090 FIGS. 7a-7e are perspective views and FIGS. 7f 
and 7g are side elevational views of one flexure embodiment 
220 of the actuator assembly 200 of the present invention 
shown in FIG. 6. In this embodiment, the mechanical 
transmission 205 is a unitary member, and the couplings 
between members of the mechanical transmission are pro 
Vided as flex joints, Similar to the flexible couplings pro 
vided in the embodiments of FIGS. 3 and 5. 

0.091 Flexure 220 is preferably provided as a single 
unitary member that is coupled to a rotary actuator 202 
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(actuator 202 is not shown in all Figures). Flexure 220 
includes a grounded portion 222 that is coupled to ground 
(e.g. mouse housing 50), and a moving portion 224. The 
moving portion 224 is flexibly connected to the grounded 
portion 222 at flex joints 226, 228, and 230 (not visible in all 
views). The moving portion 224 (best seen in FIGS. 7c and 
7d) includes a rotating member 232 that is coupled to the 
actuator shaft via a bore 233. Rotating member 232 approxi 
mately corresponds to member 204 of FIG. 6. The rotating 
member 232 is flexibly coupled to a member 234 by a flex 
joint 236, where member 234 approximately corresponds to 
member 208. The member 234 is coupled to the grounded 
portion 222 by flex joint 230. 

0092. The housing of the actuator 202 is rigidly coupled 
to a central moving member 240, so that when the central 
moving member 240 is moved approximately in a Z-direc 
tion, the actuator 202 is also moved. Central member 240 is 
coupled to a flex joint 242 at one end and to a flex joint 244 
at its other end. Arm member 246a is coupled to flex joint 
242 and arm member 246b is coupled to flex joint 244, 
where the arm members 246 correspond to the arm members 
211 of FIG. 6. The arm members 246a and 246b are coupled 
to the grounded portion 222 by flex joints 228 and 226, 
respectively. 

0093. The flexure 220 operates similarly to the actuator 
assembly 200 shown in FIG. 6. The actuator 202 and central 
member 240 move approximately along the Z-axis when the 
actuator 202 is controlled to rotate its shaft and rotate the 
rotatable member 232. Flex joints 228, 242,244, and 226 all 
flex to allow the linear motion of the actuator, as well as flex 
joints 236 and 230 which allow the rotational motion to be 
converted to linear motion. Preferably, enough space is 
provided above and below the actuator to allow its range of 
motion without impacting any Surfaces or portions of the 
mouse housing 50, Since Such impacts can degrade the 
quality of the pulse, vibrations, and other haptic Sensations 
output to the user. 

0094. As with all the flexures described herein, the one 
piece flexure 220 has manufacturing advantages that make it 
a desirable low-cost Solution for basic haptic feedback 
devices, where a single plastic mold can form the entire 
flexure 220. The use of a rotary actuator 202 to provide 
linear motion allows a very low cost motor to be used, and 
using the actuator as the inertial mass in the System further 
increases the compactness and decreases the cost of the 
actuator assembly, allowing Straightforward use in low-cost 
computer mice and other compact consumer input devices. 
Furthermore, the flexible joints include inherent Springs 
which provide a restoring force to the actuator, biasing it 
toward its rest position (as shown in these Figures) and 
allowing the amplification of forces by tuning the flexibility 
of the joints, as described above. For example, the flex joints 
can be adjusted in width to increase or decrease their 
flexibility and allow output vibrations to be increased in 
magnitude in a desired frequency range that is close to the 
natural frequency of the System. 

0095. In some embodiments, the approximate linear 
motion of the actuator 202 can be used to drive a cover 
portion 122 as shown in FIG. 4, in addition to serving as an 
inertial motor. As shown in FIG. 6, a link member can be 
rotatably coupled between the actuator 202 and the cover 
portion or moving member of the mouse. The link member 
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can be coupled anywhere to the central moving member 240 
or arm members 246 of the flexure 220. As one example, a 
link member 250 is shown in FIG. 7e connected between the 
moving central member 240 and a cover portion 122 of the 
mouse housing. The link member 250 is rotatably coupled to 
the member 240 by a mechanical bearing 252, which can be 
coupled to the extension 251 shown in FIGS. 7a and 7b, and 
can be similarly coupled to the cover portion 122 by a 
bearing 254. Alternatively, other types of couplings besides 
bearings can be used, Such as fleX joints. 
0096. In other embodiments, additional flex joints or 
bearings can be used to provide desired motion of the 
actuator. The flexure 220 can also be oriented in other 
directions to provide inertial forces in those directions from 
linear motion of the actuator 202. Furthermore, the com 
pactness of the design makes the actuator assembly ideal for 
use in other interface devices, Such as remote control devices 
for use with electronic devices and appliances, gamepad 
controllers, or any other handheld controllers. The actuator 
assembly of the present invention is also Suitable for any 
interface device that provides buttons or other contact Sur 
faces for the user to contact during operation of the device 
and allows tactile Sensations to be conveyed to the user. 
0097 FIG. 8 is a side elevational view of a mouse 12 
including another embodiment 300 of the actuator assembly 
54 of the present invention. Assembly 300 is similar to the 
actuator-flexure of FIGS. 7a-7e where the actuator also acts 
as the inertial mass or moving element, except that the 
actuator is oriented So that the actuator rotates its shaft about 
the Z-axis in the X-y plane. This allows the actuator to be 
positioned in a more low-profile position for compactness, 
since the flexure in assembly 300 is designed to be low 
profile. 

0098. As shown in FIG. 8, the assembly 300 can be 
positioned on the bottom portion 67 of the mouse housing 
50, where space 302 is allowed for the actuator 66 to move 
along the Z-axis without impacting the housing 50. In other 
embodiments, the assembly 300 can be positioned on other 
Surfaces in the housing, Such as the top or SideS. 
0099. Although the actuator assembly 300 is shown to 
provide inertial forces, the moving actuator 66 can be 
coupled to a moving element on the housing Surface of the 
mouse to provide contact forces, Such as a moveable cover 
portion or a mouse button 16 as described above. In such 
embodiments, for example, a link member that is flexibly or 
hinged to the actuator 66 housing can be coupled between 
the moving element and the actuator, So that when the 
actuator 66 moves along the Z-axis, the moving element is 
also moved approximately along the Z-axis and may contact 
the user's palm or fingers to provide contact forces. This 
embodiment also has the advantage of including both iner 
tial forces (from the moving actuator 66) and contact forces 
(from the moving cover portion or button). 
0100 FIGS. 9a, 9b, and 9c are perspective and top 
elevation views of a first embodiment 310 of an actuator 
assembly 54 of the present invention. Actuator assembly 
includes a grounded flexure 320 and an actuator 66 coupled 
to the flexure 320. The flexure 320 is preferably a single, 
unitary piece made of a material Such as polypropylene 
plastic ("living hinge' material) or other flexible material. 
This type of material is durable and allows flexibility of the 
flex joints (hinges) in the flexure when one of the dimensions 
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of the joint is made Small, but is also rigid in the other 
dimensions, allowing Structural integrity as well as flexibil 
ity depending on thickneSS. Flexure 320 can be grounded to 
the mouse housing 50, for example, at portion 321. 

0101 Actuator 66 is shown coupled to the flexure 320. 
The housing of the actuator is coupled to a receptacle portion 
322 of the flexure 320 which houses the actuator 66 as 
shown. Preferably, an amount of Space is provided above 
and below the actuator 66 and receptacle portion 322 to 
allow motion of the actuator 66 in the Z-axis; thus, the 
receptacle portion 322 should not be coupled to ground Since 
it moves to provide an approximately linear motion, as 
explained below. 

0102) A rotating shaft 324 of the actuator is coupled to the 
flexure 320 in a bore 325 of the flexure 320 and is rigidly 
coupled to a central rotating member 330. The rotating shaft 
324 of the actuator is rotated about an axis B which also 
rotates member 330 about axis B. Rotating member 330 is 
coupled to a first portion 332a of an angled member 331 by 
a flex joint 334. The flex joint 334 preferably is made very 
thin in the dimension it is to flex, i.e. one of the X- or y-axis 
dimensions (the y-axis dimension as shown in FIGS. 9a–9a, 
it can also be made thin in the X-axis dimension) So that the 
flex joint 334 will bend when the rotating portion 330 moves 
the first portion 332a approximately linearly. The first por 
tion 332a is coupled to the grounded portion 340 of the 
flexure by a flex joint 338 and the first portion 332a is 
coupled to a second portion 332b of the angled member by 
flex joint 342. The second portion 332b, in turn, is coupled 
at its other end to the receptacle portion 322 of the flexure 
by a flex joint 344. Thus, in the shown configuration, the 
angled member 331 is connected between three different 
points: ground (housing), the receptacle portion 322, and the 
rotating actuator Shaft 324. 

0103) The angled member 331 that includes first portion 
332a and second portion 332b moves linearly along the 
x-axis as shown by arrow 336. In actuality, the portions 332a 
and 332b move only approximately linearly since it has a 
Small arc to its travel, but the arc is Small enough to be 
ignored. When the flexure is in its origin position (rest 
position), the portions 332a and 332b are preferably angled 
as shown with respect to their lengthwise axes. This allows 
the rotating member 330 to push or pull the angled member 
331 along either direction as shown by arrow 336. This 
configuration allows forces output by the actuator to be 
magnified as they are transmitted to the moveable receptacle 
portion 322 and to the moving element of the interface 
device (inertial mass, cover portion, mouse button, etc.). The 
actual force output depends on the angle of the opposing 
portions 332a and 332b with respect to each other's length 
wise axes (or with respect to the y-axis). If the actuator 66 
pushes the angled member 331 in the direction of arrow 
346a, the angle between portions 332a and 332b increases 
and a greater amount of force is output. If the actuator pulls 
the angled member 331 in the direction of arrow 346b, a 
lesser amount of force is output. Such force magnification 
allows a low-cost actuator having Small magnitude output, 
Such as a pager motor, to be used to provide higher magni 
tude contact forces, similarly to the embodiment of FIGS. 
5a-5c. The fact that Such magnification occurs only in one 
direction tends does not tend, in practice, to introduce an 
undesirable degree of nonlinearity to the System. 
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0104. The actuator 66 is operated in only a fraction of its 
rotational range when driving the rotating member 330 in 
two directions, allowing high bandwidth operation and high 
frequencies of pulses or vibrations to be output. The result 
ing motion of the angled member 331 compresses or 
Stretches the flexure with respect to the grounded portion 
321. To channel this compression or Stretching into the 
desired Z-axis motion, a flex joint 352 is provided in the 
flexure portion between the receptacle portion 322 and the 
grounded portion 340. Flex joint 352 is oriented to flex along 
the Z-axis, unlike the flex joints 334, 338, 342, and 344, 
which flex in the x-y plane. The flex joint 352 allows the 
receptacle portion 322 (as well as the actuator 66, rotating 
member 330, and second portion 332b) to move linearly in 
the Z-axis in response to motion of the portions 332a and 
332b. In actuality, the receptacle portion 322 and actuator 66 
move only approximately linearly, Since they have a Small 
arc to their travel; however, this arc is Small enough to be 
ignored for most practical purposes. Thus, when the rota 
tional motion of the rotating member 330 causes the ends of 
the angled member 331 to move further apart (direction 
346a), the receptacle portion flexes down about flex joint 
352 (as shown in FIG. 9a) along the Z-axis. This is because 
the compression between actuator 66 and grounded portion 
340 occurs in a plane above the flex joint 352, causing the 
flex joint 352 to flex downwardly. Similarly, if the ends of 
angled member 331 are made to move closer together 
(direction 346b), the receptacle 322 and actuator 66 move 
upwardly along the Z-axis, in effect lifting the actuator 66 
upward. A flex joint 350 is provided in the first portion 332a 
of the angled member 331 to allow the flexing about flex 
joint 352 in the z-direction to more easily occur. 
0105. By quickly changing the rotation direction of the 
actuator Shaft 324, the actuator/receptacle can be made to 
oscillate along the Z-axis and create a vibration on the mouse 
housing with the actuator 66 acting as an inertial mass. 
Preferably, enough space is provided above and below the 
actuator to allow its range of motion without impacting any 
Surfaces or portions of the mouse housing 50, Since Such 
impacts can degrade the quality of the pulse, Vibrations, and 
other haptic Sensations output to the user. For example, 1.5 
mm of free space can be allowed above and below the 
actuator/receptacle portion for low-profile devices. 
0106. In addition, the flex joints included in flexure 320, 
Such as flex joint 352, act as Spring members to provide a 
restoring force toward the origin position (rest position) of 
the actuator 66 and receptacle portion 332. This centering 
Spring bias reduces the work required by the actuator to 
move itself Since the actuator output force need only be 
deactivated once the actuator reaches a peak or Valley 
position in its travel. The Spring bias brings the actuator back 
to its rest position without requiring actuator force output. In 
addition, having a Spring-biased center position is essential 
for providing linear harmonic operation which will faithfully 
reproduce an input control Signal, and which is more desir 
able than nonlinear operation. With this spring compliance 
in the system included between the moveable member and 
the housing of the mouse, a Second order harmonic System 
is created. This System can be tuned So that amplification of 
forces output by the actuator is performed at a efficient level, 
e.g. near the natural frequency of the System. Tuning Such a 
harmonic System using an inertial force actuator and com 
pliant Suspension of a moving mass is described above. A 
System providing contact forces can also be So tuned. For 
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example, in the flexure 320, the Spring constants can be 
tuned by adjusting the thickness of the flex joints 334, 342, 
338, 344, 350, and/or 352 (in the dimension in which they 
are thin). In Some embodiments, additional Springs can be 
added to provide additional centering forces if desired, e.g. 
mechanical SpringS Such as leaf Springs. 
0107 Furthermore, a link member can connect the actua 
tor (or receptacle 322) to a cover portion, button, or other 
moving element on the mouse housing to provide contact 
forces to the user. The approximate linear motion of the 
actuator 66 can be used to drive a cover portion, button, or 
other moving contact element. For example, a link member 
can be rotatably coupled between the actuator and the 
moving element of the mouse. The link member can be 
coupled anywhere to the actuator or receptacle portion 322. 
The link member can be rotatably coupled to the actuator or 
member and to the moving element by mechanical bearings 
or other types of couplings, Such as flex joints. 
0108. The flexure 320 is advantageous in the present 
invention because it has an extremely low cost and ease of 
manufacturability, yet allows high-bandwidth forces to be 
transmitted as inertial forces. Since the flexure 320 is a 
unitary member, it can be manufactured from a single mold, 
eliminating Significant assembly time and cost. Furthermore, 
it is rigid enough to provide Strong vibrations with respect to 
the mouse housing and to provide Significant durability. In 
addition, the flexure provides close to Zero backlash and 
does not wear out Substantially over time, providing a long 
life to the product. 
0109. In some embodiments, the stops can be included in 
the flexure 320 to limit the motion of the receptacle portion 
322 and actuator 66 along the Z-axis. In Some of those 
embodiments, the Stops can be provided with Some compli 
ance to improve the "feel” of an impact with the Stop as 
experienced by the user; for example, a harsh "clacking” 
impact can be Softened at maximum amplitude output of the 
actuatOr. 

0110 Providing the actuator 66 as the inertial mass that 
is driven in the Z-axis has Several advantages. For example, 
this embodiment Saves the cost of providing a separate 
inertial mass and Saves Space and total weight in the device, 
which are important considerations in the home consumer 
market. Another advantage of the actuator assembly 320 is 
that it has a very low profile in the Z-axis dimension. This is 
allowed by the orientation of the actuator 66 in the x-y plane, 
e.g. the axis of rotation A of the actuator Shaft 324 is parallel 
to the Z-axis. This makes the actuator assembly 320 very 
Suitable for use in low-profile devices Such as many Standard 
mouse housings. 
0111. The essential elements of the schematic embodi 
ment shown in FIGS. 9a-9c can be implemented with a wide 
variety of components. For example, the members can be 
rotatably coupled using mechanical couplings Such as bear 
ings, pin joints, etc. In other embodiments, Some of the 
couplings in the assembly can be implemented with 
mechanical bearings rather than flex joints. AS described the 
actuator 66 rotates shaft 324 about the Z-axis in the X-y 
plane; the actuator can alternatively be positioned So that the 
shaft is rotated about the X-axis or y-axis and rotation occurs 
in the X-Z plane or y-Z plane. 
0112 In other embodiments, additional flex joints or 
bearings can be used to provide desired motion of the 
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actuator. The flexure 320 can also be oriented in other 
directions to provide inertial forces in those directions from 
linear motion of the actuator 66. Furthermore, the compact 
neSS of the design makes the actuator assembly ideal for use 
in other interface devices, Such as remote control devices for 
use with electronic devices and appliances, gamepad con 
trollers, or any other handheld controllers. The actuator 
assembly of the present invention is also Suitable for any 
interface device that provides buttons or other contact Sur 
faces for the user to contact during operation of the device 
and allows tactile Sensations to be conveyed to the user. 

0113 FIGS. 10a, 10b, and 10c illustrate an alternate 
embodiment 400 of the actuator assembly of the present 
invention. In FIG. 10a, a flexure 402 is shown which is used 
with the actuator 66 in the assembly 400. Flexure 402 is a 
Single, unitary piece that is manufactured as shown. The 
manufacture of flexure 402 is easier and cheaper than the 
flexure 320 shown in FIGS. 9a–9a. However, an assembly 
Step must be performed to provide a functional actuator 
assembly. A flexure arm portion 404 is coupled to a base 
portion 408 by a hinge 406. The arm portion 404 must be 
folded over axis C and mated with the remaining portion 408 
of the flexure 402 after the actuator 66 is inserted in the 
portion 404, thus causing the hinge 406 to fold over itself 
The resulting actuator assembly 400 (including the actuator 
66) is shown as a perspective view in FIG. 10b and a top 
plan view in FIG. 10c. 

0114. The actuator assembly 400 is similar to the assem 
bly 310 shown in FIGS. 9a-9c. Actuator 66 is positioned in 
a receptacle portion 420 of the flexure. An actuator shaft 409 
is coupled to a rotary member 410. The rotary member 410 
is flexibly coupled to an arm member 412 by a flex joint 414. 
The arm member 412 is coupled to a grounded portion 416 
by a flex joint 418. The receptacle portion 420 is coupled to 
the grounded portion 416 by a flex joint 422. A flex joint 424 
is provided in the arm member 412. In operation, the rotary 
member 210 rotates to cause the arm member 412 to 
compress or Stretch. AS explained above, the compression or 
Stretching force causes the fleXjoint 422 to flex, thus causing 
the receptacle 420 and actuator 66 to move up or down along 
the Z-axis. The flexure arm portion 404 is securely coupled 
to the base portion 406, where the flexure arm portion 404 
is prevented from rotating by stops 430 provided in the base 
portion 406. 

0115) Differences between the embodiments 310 and 400 
include the folding structure shown in FIG. 10a. Receptacle 
portion 420 is also smaller than in embodiment 310 and 
allows greater motion of the actuator along the Z-axis in a 
compact space. In addition, a Single arm member 412 is used 
instead of the two flexibly-coupled portions 332a and 332b 
shown in embodiment 310. Thus, embodiment 400 may 
provide leSS amplification of force due to the lack of a lever 
arm Structure. However, the reduced amplification may not 
be noticeable to the user in Some embodiments. 

0116 FIGS. 11a and 11b are perspective views illustrat 
ing one example of a multi-piece embodiment 450 of the 
actuator assembly 310 and 400 described above. The present 
design provides a two-part Structure to the flexure and can be 
connected to the base or bottom inside Surface of the mouse 
(or other surface, as described above). The flexure includes 
flex joints that can flex similarly to the flex joints described 
above. The example shown in FIGS. 11a and 11b is just one 
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example of providing multiple pieces for easy assembly of 
the actuator assembly, and other configurations and pieces 
can be used in other embodiments. 

0117. An example of actuator assembly 450 is shown in 
expanded view in FIGS. 11a and 11b. The assembly as 
shown includes a total of Seven components. Actuator link 
age 452 is an injection molded piece made of polypropylene 
with a part material Volume of, e.g., 0.78 cc. A flexure and 
actuator mount 454 is similarly made of polypropylene with 
a part material Volume of, for example, 1.42 cc. Actuator 66 
is shown as a rotary DC motor, such as a Mabuchi RF300 
CA or Johnson HC203DG, but can be other types of 
actuators in other embodiments, as described above. Three 
Screws 456 are used to connect the actuator mount 454 to the 
actuator 66. A plastic screw 458 can be used to connect the 
actuator linkage 452 and the actuator mount 454 to a ground 
member, Such as the bottom portion of the housing of the 
interface device. When assembling the assembly, the linkage 
452, mount 454, actuator 66, and Screws 456 are assembled 
first. Then, the assembly is assembled into a mouse (or other 
device) product base with screw 458. Coupling portion 460 
of the linkage 452 is pressed onto the shaft 462 of the 
actuator 66; preferably, the shaft 462 is splined or knurled 
for a tighter fit. 
0118 FIGS. 12a and 12b are perspective and side eleva 
tion Sectional views, respectively, of the actuator assembly 
450 in assembled form. The actuator assembly 450 is 
preferably mounted to the base 470 of a mouse or other 
device. In many mouse embodiments, the assembly can be 
placed behind or in front of the sensor mechanism of the 
mouse (e.g., a ball/encoder assembly, optical Sensor, etc.). 
0119) The mouse base part preferably have two features 
to locate and retain the actuator module. A mounting boSS 
472 is added to receive the thread forming screw. This boss 
can have a hole (e.g., 2 mm radius) as deep as the boss 
length. A locating boSS 474 can be positioned radially from 
the threaded boss 472 to provide angular alignment within 
the product. 

0120) As in the embodiments 310 and 400, actuator 66 
itself outputs a rotational force that causes the actuator 
housing (and a portion of the flexure) to move approxi 
mately linearly along the Z-axis as an inertial mass. When 
the inertial mass is controlled to move in conjunction with 
events and interactions of a cursor in a computer-displayed 
graphical environment, compelling haptic feedback Sensa 
tions can be provided to the user, as described below with 
reference to FIG. 14. 

0121 The flexure and actuator assembly operates simi 
larly to previously described embodiments. The actuator 
rotates its shaft to cause rotating member 480 to rotate about 
the shaft's axis of rotation. This motion either stretches or 
compresses arm 482 which is coupled to the rotating mem 
ber by a flex joint 484 and is coupled to a grounded portion 
486 by another flex joint 488. The tension or-stretching in 
arm 482 causes the actuator carriage 490 and the actuator 66 
(which is fastened to the carriage) to rotate about a flex joint 
494 that connects the carriage 490 to the grounded portion 
486 (the grounded portion 486 includes portions of both of 
the two assembly parts described above after they have been 
fastened to the mouse housing). The rotation of the carriage 
490 and actuator 66 about the flex joint 494 is limited to a 
Small arc range So that it approximates linear motion along 
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an axis, Such as the Z-axis perpendicular to the X-y plane of 
mouse motion. During the motion of the carriage and 
actuator, the flex joints 484 and 488 flex to accommodate 
this motion. 

0122) The actuator assembly 450 preferably includes 
built-in displacement limiting, which is implemented by 
providing a travel limiter including a member 498 coupled 
to the linkage 452 (and to grounded portion 486) and 
portions 496a and 496b of the mount 454 (and carriage 490). 
As the carriage 490 rotates up or down, the portion 496a or 
496b of the carriage impacts the feature 498 of the grounded 
portion 486, preventing further travel in that direction. This 
feature limits the travel of the actuator 66 to a desired range 
to approximate linear motion and prevents the actuator or 
carriage from impacting the housing of the mouse or other 
device. In one embodiment, the limiter limits travel to about 
2 mm up and about 2 mm down from an origin (rest) 
position. Total displacement peak-to-peak is thus about 4 
mm. This displacement is added to the Static height to arrive 
at the “dynamic height”, i.e. the total height required in the 
mouse housing to house the actuator assembly 450. Addi 
tional allowance is preferably provided to prevent the actua 
tor/carriage from impacting the housing or enclosure. For 
example, about 1 mm can be added to the top and bottom 
internal clearances, giving approximately 3 mm clearance to 
the top shell and approximately 3 mm to the bottom. 
0123 The travel limiter can include the additional advan 
tage of providing a qualitative improvement to the feel of 
forces experienced by the user. Since the travel limiter 
preferably Softens the impact when the actuator reaches a 
travel limit, less high-frequency forces are produced, pro 
Viding a crisper and leSS annoying feel to the user than if the 
actuator were to impact the device housing as a travel limit. 
In addition, the travel limiter can assist the motion of the 
actuator in the opposite direction after it has reached a limit, 
since it can provide more resiliency or “rebound” to the 
actuator than if the actuator were to impact the device 
housing by including more resilient materials. 
0.124 FIG. 13 is a block diagram illustrating one 
embodiment of the haptic feedback System of the present 
invention including a local microprocessor and a host com 
puter System. 

0.125 Host computer system 14 preferably includes a 
host microprocessor 500, a clock 5.02, a display screen 26, 
and an audio output device 504. The host computer also 
includes other well known components, Such as random 
access memory (RAM), read-only memory (ROM), and 
input/output (I/O) electronics (not shown). Display Screen 
26 displays images of a game environment, operating SyS 
tem application, Simulation, etc. Audio output device 504, 
Such as Speakers, is preferably coupled to host micropro 
cessor 500 via amplifiers, filters, and other circuitry well 
known to those skilled in the art and provides Sound output 
to user when an "audio event’ occurs during the implemen 
tation of the host application program. Other types of 
peripherals can also be coupled to host processor 500, such 
as storage devices (hard disk drive, CD ROM drive, floppy 
disk drive, etc.), printers, and other input and output devices. 
0.126 The interface device, such as mouse 12, is coupled 
to host computer system 14 by a bi-directional bus 20. The 
bi-directional buS Sends signals in either direction between 
host computer system 14 and the interface device. Bus 20 
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can be a Serial interface bus, Such as an RS232 Serial 
interface, RS-422, Universal Serial Bus (USB), MIDI, or 
other protocols well known to those skilled in the art; or a 
parallel bus or wireless link. For example, the USB standard 
provides a relatively high Speed interface that can also 
provide power to the actuator of actuator assembly 54. 

0127. Mouse 12 can include a local microprocessor 510. 
Local microprocessor 510 can optionally be included within 
the housing of mouse 12 to allow efficient communication 
with other components of the mouse. Processor 510 is 
considered local to mouse 12, where “local herein refers to 
processor 510 being a separate microprocessor from any 
processors in host computer System 14. "Local' also pref 
erably refers to processor 510 being dedicated to haptic 
feedback and sensor I/O of mouse 12. Microprocessor 510 
can be provided with software instructions to wait for 
commands or requests from computer host 14, decode the 
command or request, and handle/control input and output 
Signals according to the command or request. In addition, 
processor 510 can operate independently of host computer 
14 by reading Sensor Signals and calculating appropriate 
forces from those Sensor Signals, time signals, and Stored or 
relayed instructions Selected in accordance with a host 
command. Suitable microprocessors for use as local micro 
processor 510 include the MC68HC711E9 by Motorola, the 
PIC16C74 by Microchip, and the 82930AX by Intel Corp., 
for example, as well as more Sophisticated force feedback 
processorS Such as the Immersion Touchsense Processor. 
Microprocessor 510 can include one microprocessor chip, 
multiple processors and/or co-processor chips, and/or digital 
signal processor (DSP) capability. 

0128 Microprocessor 510 can receive signals from sen 
sor(s) 512 and provide signals to actuator assembly 54 in 
accordance with instructions provided by host computer 14 
over bus 20. For example, in a local control embodiment, 
host computer 14 provides high level Supervisory commands 
to microprocessor 510 over bus 20, and microprocessor 510 
decodes the commands and manages low level force control 
loops to Sensors and the actuator in accordance with the high 
level commands and independently of the host computer 14. 
This operation is described in greater detail in U.S. Pat. Nos. 
5,739,811 and 5,734,373, both incorporated by reference 
herein. In the host control loop, force commands are output 
from the host computer to microprocessor 510 and instruct 
the microprocessor to output a force or force Sensation 
having Specified characteristics. The local microprocessor 
510 reports data to the host computer, such as locative data 
that describes the position of the mouse in one or more 
provided degrees of freedom. The data can also describe the 
states of buttons 16 and safety switch 532. The host com 
puter uses the data to update, executed programs. In the local 
control loop, actuator Signals are provided from the micro 
processor 510 to actuator assembly 54 and sensor signals are 
provided from the sensor 512 and other input devices 518 to 
the microprocessor 510. Herein, the term “haptic sensation” 
or "tactile Sensation” refers to either a single force or a 
sequence of forces output by the actuator assembly 54 which 
provide a Sensation to the user. For example, Vibrations, a 
Single jolt or pulse, or a texture Sensation are all considered 
haptic or tactile Sensations. The microprocessor 510 can 
process inputted Sensor Signals to determine appropriate 
output actuator Signals by following Stored instructions. The 
microprocessor may use Sensor Signals in the local deter 
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mination of forces to be output on the user object, as well as 
reporting locative data derived from the Sensor Signals to the 
host computer. 

0129. In yet other embodiments, other simpler hardware 
can be provided locally to mouse 12 to provide functionality 
similar to microprocessor 510. For example, a hardware 
State machine incorporating fixed logic can be used to 
provide Signals to the actuator assembly 54 and receive 
Sensor Signals from Sensors 512, and to output tactile signals 
according to a predefined Sequence, algorithm, or process. 
Techniques for implementing logic with desired functions in 
hardware are well known to those skilled in the art. Such 
hardware can be better Suited to leSS complex force feedback 
devices, Such as the device of the present invention. 

0130. In a different, host-controlled embodiment, host 
computer 14 can provide low-level force commands over 
bus 20, which are directly transmitted to the actuator assem 
bly 54 via microprocessor 510 or other (e.g. simpler) cir 
cuitry. Host computer 14thus directly controls and processes 
all Signals to and from the mouse 12, e.g. the host computer 
directly controls the forces output by actuator assembly 54 
and directly receives Sensor Signals from Sensor 512 and 
input devices 518. This embodiment may be desirable to 
reduce the cost of the haptic feedback device yet further, 
Since no complex local microprocessor 510 or other pro 
cessing circuitry need be included in the mouse. Further 
more, Since one actuator is used with forces not provided in 
the primary Sensed degrees of freedom, the local control of 
forces by microprocessor 510 may not be necessary in the 
present invention to provide the desired quality of forces due 
to their simpler nature. 

0131. In the simplest host control embodiment, the signal 
from the host to the device can be a single bit that indicates 
whether to pulse the actuator at a predefined frequency and 
magnitude. In a more complex embodiment, the Signal from 
the host could include a magnitude, giving the Strength of 
the desired pulse. In yet a more complex embodiment, the 
Signal can include a direction, giving both a magnitude and 
a Sense for the pulse. In Still a more complex embodiment, 
a local processor can be used to receive a simple command 
from the host that indicates a desired force value to apply 
over time. The microprocessor then outputs the force value 
for the Specified time period based on the one command, 
thereby reducing the communication load that must pass 
between host and device. In an even more complex embodi 
ment, a high-level command with tactile Sensation param 
eters can be passed to the local processor on the device 
which can then apply the full Sensation independent of host 
intervention. Such an embodiment allows for the greatest 
reduction of communication load. Finally, a combination of 
numerous methods described above can be used for a single 
mouse device 12. 

0132) Local memory 522, such as RAM and/or ROM, is 
preferably coupled to microprocessor 510 in mouse 12 to 
store instructions for microprocessor 510 and store tempo 
rary and other data. For example, force profiles can be Stored 
in memory 522, Such as a Sequence of Stored force values 
that can be output by the microprocessor, or a look-up table 
of force values to be output based on the current position of 
the user object. In addition, a local clock 524 can be coupled 
to the microprocessor 510 to provide timing data, similar to 
the System clock of host computer 12, the timing data might 
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be required, for example, to compute forces output by 
actuator assembly 54 (e.g., forces dependent on calculated 
Velocities or other time dependent factors). In embodiments 
using the USB communication interface, timing data for 
microprocessor 510 can be alternatively retrieved from the 
USB signal. 
0.133 For example, host computer 14 can send a “spatial 
representation” to the local microprocessor 510, which is 
data describing the locations of Some or all the graphical 
objects displayed in a GUI or other graphical environment 
which are associated with forces and the types/characteris 
tics of these graphical objects. The microprocessor can Store 
Such a spatial representation in local memory 522, and thus 
will be able to determine interactions between the user 
object and graphical objects (such as the rigid Surface) 
independently of the host computer. In addition, the micro 
processor can be provided with the necessary instructions or 
data to check Sensor readings, determine cursor and target 
positions, and determine output forces independently of host 
computer 14. The host could implement program functions 
(Such as displaying images) when appropriate, and Synchro 
nization commands can be communicated between the 
microprocessor and host 14 to correlate the microprocessor 
and host processes. Also, the local memory can Store pre 
determined force Sensations for the microprocessor that are 
to be associated with particular types of graphical objects. 
Alternatively, the computer 14 can directly Send force feed 
back signals to the mouse 12 to generate tactile Sensations. 
0.134 Sensors 512 sense the position or motion of the 
mouse (e.g. the housing 50) in its planar degrees of freedom 
and provides signals to microprocessor 510 (or host 14) 
including information representative of the position or 
motion. Sensors Suitable for detecting planar motion of a 
mouse include the Sensing System 52 described above for 
FIG. 2, e.g. digital optical encoders frictionally coupled to 
a rotating ball or cylinder, as is well known to those skilled 
in the art. Optical Sensor Systems, linear optical encoders, 
potentiometers, optical Sensors, Velocity Sensors, accelera 
tion Sensors, Strain gauge, or other types of Sensors can also 
be used, and either relative or absolute Sensors can be 
provided. Optional sensor interface 514 can be used to 
convert Sensor Signals to Signals that can be interpreted by 
the microprocessor 510 and/or host computer system 14, as 
is well known to those skilled in the art. 

0.135 Actuator assembly 54 transmits forces to the hous 
ing 50 of the mouse as described above with reference to 
FIG. 2 in response to Signals received from microprocessor 
510 and/or host computer 14. Actuator assembly 54 is 
provided to generate inertial forces by moving an inertial 
mass, and/or contact forces by moving a contact member 
Such as a cover portion 122. In the preferred embodiment, 
using a flexure or other mechanical transmission, the mass 
is moved approximately perpendicular to the planar degrees 
of freedom of motion of the mouse and thus the actuator 
assembly 54 does not generate force in the primary degrees 
of freedom of motion of the mouse. Actuator assembly 54 
instead provides “informative” or “effect” forces that do not 
resist or assist motion. The sensors 512 detect the position/ 
motion of the mouse 12 in its planar degrees of freedom, and 
this Sensing is not Substantially affected by the output of 
forces by actuator assembly 54. 
0.136 The actuator described herein has the ability to 
apply short duration force Sensation on the handle or hous 
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ing 50 of the mouse with respect to an inertial mass. This 
Short duration force Sensation is described herein as a 
“pulse.” Ideally the “pulse' is directed substantially along a 
Z axis orthogonal to the X-Y plane of motion of the mouse. 
In progressively more advanced embodiments, the magni 
tude of the “pulse' can be controlled; the sense of the 
"pulse' can be controlled, either positive or negative biased; 
a “periodic force Sensation' can be applied on the handle of 
the mouse with respect to the inertial mass, where the 
periodic Sensation can have a magnitude and a frequency, 
e.g. a Sine wave; the periodic Sensation can be Selectable 
among a Sine wave, Square wave, Saw-toothed-up wave, 
saw-toothed-down, and triangle wave; an envelope can be 
applied to the period signal, allowing for variation in mag 
nitude over time; and the resulting force Signal can be 
“impulse wave shaped” as described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,959, 
613. There are two ways the period sensations can be 
communicated from the host to the device. The wave forms 
can be “streamed” as described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,959,613 
and pending provisional patent application 60/160,401, both 
incorporated herein by reference. Or the waveforms can be 
conveyed through high level commands that include param 
eterS Such as magnitude, frequency, and duration, as 
described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,734,373. These control schemes 
can also apply when providing contact forces using a 
moveable member; for example, a pulse can be simply 
moving a cover portion 122 to momentarily contact the 
user's hand. The cover potion can also be moved according 
to an open-loop position control Scheme, where a com 
manded output force magnitude overcomes the centering 
Spring force of the System to produce a desired position or 
displacement of the cover portion 122 in its degree of 
freedom. A pulse command Signal can also be used in those 
embodiments outputting both inertial and contact forces to 
move both the inertial mass and the contact member to 
provide Simultaneous pulse Sensations; or, the inertial mass 
can be controlled to output one Sensation and the contact 
member can be simultaneously controlled to output a dif 
ferent Sensation, Such as a pulse of a different duration or 
magnitude, a vibration of a different frequency, a texture of 
a different spacing, etc. 

0.137 Alternate embodiments can employ additional 
actuators for providing haptic Sensations in the Z-direction 
and/or in the degrees of freedom of the device 12. In one 
embodiment, the device 12 can include multiple actuator 
assemblies 54 for greater magnitude forces, forces in mul 
tiple degrees of freedom, and/or different Simultaneous 
haptic Sensations. In another embodiment, the device 12 can 
be enhanced with a Secondary, different type of actuator in 
addition the actuator assembly described herein. Because of 
power constraints in Some embodiments, this Secondary 
actuator can be passive (i.e., it dissipates energy). The 
passive actuator can be a brake, e.g., a brake employing a 
very low power Substrate Such as a magneto-rheological 
fluid. Alternatively, it can be a more traditional magnetic 
brake. The passive braking means can be employed through 
a frictional coupling between the mouse housing and the 
table Surface 22. For example, a friction roller in the mouse 
housing base can engage the table Surface. The roller can 
Spin freely when the mouse is moved by the user So long as 
the passive brake is not engaged. When the brake is engaged, 
the user can feel the passive resistance to motion of the 
mouse (in one or two of the planar degrees of freedom of the 
mouse). The passive resistance can allow additional feel 
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sensations that supplement the “pulse' and “vibration” sen 
sations described above (described with reference to FIG. 
14). A different embodiment is described in co-pending 
application Ser. No. 08/965,720, filed Nov. 7, 1997, and 
incorporated herein by reference. Other types of devices, 
Such as joysticks, Steering wheels, trackballs, etc., can 
provide additional actuators as well. 
0.138 Actuator interface 516 can be optionally connected 
between actuator assembly 54 and microprocessor 510 to 
convert Signals from microprocessor 510 into Signals appro 
priate to drive actuator assembly 54. Interface 516 can 
include power amplifiers, Switches, digital to analog con 
trollers (DACs), analog to digital controllers (ADCs), and 
other components, as is well known to those skilled in the 
art. It should be noted that circuitry should be provided to 
allow the actuator to be driven in two directions, Since the 
preferred embodiment does not allow full revolutions of the 
actuator shaft, as described above. Circuitry for such bi 
directional (harmonic) operation are well known to those 
skilled in the art and are also described in copending 
provisional patent application No. 60/142,155, incorporated 
herein by reference. 
0139) Other input devices 518 are included in mouse 12 
and send input signals to microprocessor 510 or to host 14 
when manipulated by the user. Such input devices include 
buttons 16 and can include additional buttons, dials, 
Switches, Scroll wheels, or other controls or mechanisms. 
0140 Power Supply 520 can optionally be included in 
mouse 12 coupled to actuator interface 516 and/or actuator 
assembly 54 to provide electrical power to the actuator, or be 
provided as a separate component. Alternatively, and more 
preferably, power can be drawn from a power Supply Sepa 
rate from mouse 12, or power can be received across a USB 
or other bus. Also, received power can be Stored and 
regulated by mouse 12 and thus used when needed to drive 
actuator assembly 54 or used in a Supplementary fashion. 
Because of the limited power Supply capabilities of USB, a 
power Storage device may be required in the mouse device 
to ensure that peak forces can be applied (as described in 
U.S. Pat. No. 5,929,607, incorporated herein by reference). 
For example, power can be stored over time in a capacitor 
or battery and then immediately dissipated to provide a jolt 
Sensation to the mouse. Alternatively, this technology can be 
employed in a wireleSS mouse, in which case battery power 
is used to drive the tactile actuator. In one embodiment, the 
battery can be charged by an electric generator on board the 
mouse, the generator driven by the user's motions of the 
mouse device. For example, a mouse ball or cylinder can 
turn a frictional roller or shaft that is coupled to and 
recharges the generator. 
0.141. A safety switch 532 can optionally be included to 
allow a user to deactivate actuator assembly 54 for safety 
reasons. For example, the user must continually activate or 
close safety switch 532 during operation of mouse 12 to 
enable the actuator assembly 54. If, at any time, the safety 
Switch is deactivated (opened), power from power Supply 
520 is cut to actuator assembly 54 (or the actuator is 
otherwise disabled) as long as the Safety Switch is opened. 
Embodiments include an optical Switch, an electroStatic 
contact Switch, a button or trigger, a hand weight Safety 
Switch, etc. 
0.142 FIG. 14 is a diagram of display screen 26 of host 
computer 14 showing a graphical user interface for use with 
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the present invention, which is one type of graphical envi 
ronment with which the user can interact using the device of 
the present invention. The haptic feedback mouse of the 
present invention can provide tactile Sensations that make 
interaction with graphical objects more compelling and 
more intuitive. The user typically controls a cursor 546 to 
Select and manipulate graphical objects and information in 
the graphical user interface. The cursor is moved according 
to a position control paradigm, where the position of the 
cursor corresponds to a position of the mouse in its planar 
workspace. Windows 550 and 552 display information from 
application programs running on the host computer 14. 
Menu elements 556 of a menu 554 can be selected by the 
user after a menu heading or button Such as start button 555 
is selected. Icons 556, 560, and 561 and web links 562 are 
displayed features that can also be Selected. Tactile Sensa 
tions associated with these graphical objects can be output 
using actuator assembly 54 based on Signals output from the 
local microprocessor or host computer. It should be noted 
that the actuator assemblies of the present invention each 
have a broad range of operating bandwidth and, from the 
actuator's point of View, can produce any force Sensation 
that is controlled to be produced by appropriate input 
Signals, whether those Signals be periodic waveforms, non 
periodic Signals, pulses, etc. 

0143 A basic tactile functionality desired for the mouse 
device described herein is a “pulse" (or jolt) sensation that 
is output when the cursor is (a) moved between menu 
elements 556 of a menu 554, (b) moved on to an icon 556, 
button, hyperlink 562, or other graphical target, (c) moved 
across a boundary of a window 550 or 552, (d) moved over 
application-specific elements in a Software title Such as 
nodes in a flow chart, the points of a drawing, or the cells of 
a spread sheet. The appropriate Sensation for this simple 
cursor interaction is a quick, abrupt “pulse' or “pop.” This 
can be achieved by applying a crisp, Short force between the 
inertial mass and the housing of the mouse device, e.g. by 
moving the inertial mass in one or a Small number of 
oscillations. For example, a pulse can include a single 
impulse of force that quickly rises to a desired magnitude 
and then is turned off or quickly decays back to Zero or Small 
magnitude. The pulse can also or alternatively be output as 
a motion up and down of a contact member Such as a cover 
portion of the housing of the mouse, in appropriate embodi 
mentS. 

0144) A vibration can also be output, which can include 
a Series of pulses applied periodically over a particular time 
period at a particular frequency. The time-varying force can 
be output according to a force Vs. time waveform that is 
shaped like a Sine wave, triangle wave, Sawtooth wave, or 
other shape of wave. The vibration is caused by a mass or 
contact member oscillating back and forth. 
0145. In some embodiments, the sensation of a “spatial 
texture' may be output by correlating - pulses and/or vibra 
tions with the motion of the cursor over a graphical object 
or area. This type of force can depend on the position of the 
mouse in its planar workspace (or on the position of the 
cursor in the graphical user interface). For example, the 
cursor can be dragged over a graphical grating and pulses 
can be correlated with the Spacing of the grating openings. 
Thus, texture bumps are output depending on whether the 
cursor has moved over the location of a bump in a graphical 
object; when the mouse is positioned between “bumps” of 
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the texture, no force is output, and when the mouse moves 
over a bump, a force is output. This can be achieved by host 
control (e.g., the host sends the pulses as the cursor is 
dragged over the grating) or by local control (e.g., the host 
Sends a high level command with texture parameters and the 
sensation is directly controlled by the device). Some meth 
ods for providing texture Sensations in a tactile Sensation 
device are described in copending application Ser. No. 
09/504,201, filed Feb. 15, 2000 and incorporated herein by 
reference. In other cases, a texture can be performed by 
presenting a vibration to a user, the vibration being depen 
dent upon the current Velocity of the mouse in its planar 
WorkSpace. When the mouse is Stationary, the vibration is 
deactivated; as the mouse moves faster, the frequency and 
magnitude of the vibration is increased. This Sensation can 
be controlled locally by the device processor, or be con 
trolled by the host. Local control by the device may elimi 
nate communication burden in Some embodiments. Other 
Spatial force Sensations besides textures can also be output. 
In addition, any of the described haptic Sensations herein can 
be output by actuator 18 simultaneously or otherwise com 
bined as desired. 

0146 The host computer 14 can coordinate haptic sen 
sations with interactions or events occurring within the host 
application. The individual menu elements 556 in the menu 
can be associated with forces. In one interaction, when the 
cursor is moved across menu elements 556 in menu 554 of 
the graphical user interface, "pulse' Sensations are applied. 
The sensations for certain menu choices can be stronger than 
others to indicate importance or frequency of use, i.e., the 
most used menu choices can be associated with higher 
magnitude (stronger) pulses than the less used menu 
choices. Also, disabled menu choices can have a weaker 
pulse, or no pulse, to indicate that the menu choice is not 
enabled at that time. Furthermore, when providing tiled 
menus in which a Sub-menu is displayed after a particular 
menu element is selected, as in Microsoft WindowsTM, pulse 
Sensations can be sent when a Sub-menu is displayed. This 
can be very useful because users may not expect a Sub-menu 
to be displayed when moving a cursor on a menu element. 
0147 Pulse sensations can also be output based on inter 
action between cursor 546 and a window. For example, a 
pulse can be output when the cursor is moved over a border 
of a window 550 or 552 to signal the user of the location of 
the cursor. When the cursor 546 is moved within the 
window's borders, a texture force Sensation can be output. 
The texture can be a Series of bumps that are spatially 
arranged within the area of the window in a predefined 
pattern; when the cursor moves over a designated bump 
area, a pulse Sensation is output when the cursor moves over 
designated pulse points or lines. A pulse can also be output 
when the cursor is moved over a Selectable object, Such as 
a link 5.54 in a displayed web page or an icon 556. A 
Vibration can also be output to Signify a graphical object 
which the cursor is currently positioned over. Furthermore, 
features of a document displaying in window 550 or 552 can 
also be associated with force Sensations. 

0.148. In another interaction, when the cursor is moved 
over an icon 556, folder, hyperlink 562, or other graphical 
target, a pulse Sensation is applied. The Sensation associated 
with Some elements can be Stronger than others to indicate 
importance or just to differentiate different elements. For 
example, icons can be associated with Stronger pulses than 
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folders, where the folders can be associated with Stronger 
pulses than tool bar items. Also, the Strength of a pulse can 
be associated with the displayed size of the graphical 
element, where a large tool bar icon can be associated a 
Stronger pulse than a Small tool bar icon. On web pages this 
is particularly interesting, where Small graphical targets can 
be associated with weaker pulses than large graphical tar 
gets. Also, on web pages check boxes and hyperlinkS can 
feel different than buttons or graphical elements based on 
pulse Strength. The magnitude of the pulses can also depend 
on other characteristics of graphical objects, Such as an 
active window as distinguished from a background window, 
file folder icons of different priorities designated by the user, 
icons for games as distinguished from icons for busineSS 
applications, different menu items in a drop-down menu, etc. 
Methods of adding tactile Sensations to web pages is 
described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,956,484 and co-pending patent 
application Ser. No. 08/571,606, both incorporated herein by 
reference. 

0149. In another interaction, when a document is being 
Scrolled, a pulse Sensation can be used to indicate the 
passing of page breaks or other demarcations, e.g. when a 
particular area or feature of a Scrolled page is Scrolled past 
a particular area of the window. In a related tactile Sensa 
tions, when a document is being Scrolled, a vibration Sen 
sation can be used to indicate the motion. The frequency of 
the vibration can be used to indicate the speed of the 
Scrolling, where fast Scrolling is correlated with higher 
frequency Sensations than slow Scrolling. 

0150. In other related scrolling interactions, when a 
down-arrow is pressed on a Scroll bar, a vibration can be 
displayed on the device to indicate that Scrolling is in 
process. When using a graphical slider and reaching the end 
of the Slider's travel, a pulse can be used to indicate that the 
end of travel has been reached. When using a slider bar that 
has "tick marks', pulse Sensations can be used to indicate the 
location of the "ticks.” In some slider bars there is only a 
Single tick mark to indicate the center of the Slider bar, a 
pulse can be output to inform the user when center is 
reached. In other slider bars there are ticks of different size 
(for example the center tick may be more important than the 
others). In Such an embodiment, different Strength pulses can 
be used, larger Strength indicating the more important tickS. 
Pulses can also be provided for volume controls. In other 
instances, Strength of a vibration can be correlated with the 
adjustment of a Volume control to indicate magnitude. In yet 
other instances the frequency of a vibration can be correlated 
with the adjustment of a Volume control to indicate magni 
tude. 

0151. In other interactions, when dragging a graphical 
object in a graphical user interface, Such as an icon, or 
Stretching an element Such as a line, a vibration Sensation 
can be used to indicate that the function is active. In Some 
cases a user performs a function, like cutting or pasting a 
document, and there is a delay between the button press that 
commands the function and the execution of the function, 
due to processing delayS or other delayS. A pulse Sensation 
can be used to indicate that the function (the cut or paste) has 
been executed. 

0152 Haptic sensations can also be associated with par 
ticular events that the user may or may not have control over. 
For example, when email arrives or an appointment 
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reminded is displayed, a pulse or a vibration can be output 
to notify the user of the event. This is particularly useful for 
disabled users (e.g., blind or deaf users). When an error 
message or other System event is displayed in a dialog box 
on the host computer, a pulse or vibration can be used to 
draw the user's attention to that system event. When the host 
System is “thinking,” requiring the user to wait while a 
function is being performed or accessed (usually when a 
timer is displayed by the host) it is often a Surprise when the 
function is complete. If the user takes his or her eyes off the 
Screen, he or she may not be aware that the function is 
complete. A pulse Sensation can be sent to indicate that the 
“thinking” is over. The haptic Sensations can be varied to 
signify different types of events or different events of the 
Same type. For example, vibrations of different frequency 
can each be used to differentiate different events or different 
characteristics of events, Such as particular userS Sending 
email, the priority of an event, or the initiation or conclusion 
of particular tasks (e.g. the downloading of a document or 
data over a network). 
0153. Many haptic sensations can be coordinated with 
interactions and events occurring within Specific types of 
applications. For example, in a gaming application, a wide 
variety of periodic Sensations can be used to enhance various 
gaming actions and events, Such as engine vibrations, 
weapon fire, crashes and bumps, rough roads, explosions, 
etc. These Sensations can also be implemented as button 
reflexes as described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,691,898. 
0154. In a spreadsheet application, pulse sensations can 
be used to indicate when the cursor is moved from one 
element or cell to another. Stronger pulses can be used to 
indicate when a particular or predefined row, column, or cell 
is encountered. Ideally the user who is crafting the spread 
sheet can define the Strength of the Sensation as part of the 
Spreadsheet construction proceSS as well as the particular 
features assigned to particular pulse Strengths. 
O155 In a word processor, pulse sensations can be output 
to allow the user to feel the boundaries between words, the 
Spaces between words, the Spaces between lines, punctua 
tion, highlights, bold text, or other notable elements. When 
adjusting the tab Spacing in a word processor, pulses can be 
used to indicate the adjustment of the graphical tab markers. 
Stronger pulses can be used on the Spaces at certain mul 
tiples. When writing an outline in a word processor in which 
a hierarchy of paragraphs is imposed, pulses can be used to 
indicate when the cursor is on a particular outline line of a 
given hierarchy. 
0156. In a drawing application that allows a user to lay 
down color pixels using a "spray can' metaphor, a vibration 
can be output during the "spraying process to make the 
Spray-can metaphor more compelling to the user. Drawing 
or CAD programs also have many other features which can 
be associated with pulses or other Sensations, Such as 
displayed (or invisible) grid lines or dots, control points of 
a drawn object, outlines or borders of objects, etc. 
O157. On web pages, pulse or vibration content can be 
used to enhance the user experience, e.g. for web objects 
Such as web page links, entry text boxes, graphical buttons, 
and images. Methods of adding Such content are described 
in U.S. Pat. No. 5,956,484 and co-pending patent application 
Ser. No. 08/571,606, both incorporated herein by reference. 
0158. There may be certain cases where a user may want 
to turn on or turn off the pulse feedback for a particular 
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feature. For example, when adding a letter to a word in a 
word processor it is useful to be able to feel the letters as 
pulses as the cursor is moved from letter to letter along a 
word. However, this sensation is not always desired by the 
user. Therefore the sensation can preferably be enabled or 
disabled by a Software Selector Such as a check box, and/or 
by hardware Such as pressing a button on the mouse. In other 
cases or embodiments, a feature can be enabled or disabled 
depending upon the Velocity at which the mouse is being 
moved. For example, if the user is moving the cursor very 
quickly across the displayed desktop, the user is probably 
not trying to Select a graphical object in the path of the 
cursor. In that case the pulses could be a distraction as the 
cursor passes over icons or over window borders. Therefore, 
it would be advantageous if the host software (or the 
Software/firmware run by a local microprocessor) attenuated 
or eliminated the pulses when moving at or greater than a 
threshold velocity. Conversely, when the user is moving the 
cursor Slowly he or she is likely trying to Select or engage a 
graphical target; in that case the pulses could be active or 
even accentuated with a higher magnitude. 
0159. A Software designer may want to allow a user to 
access a Software function by positioning the cursor over an 
area on the Screen, but not require pressing a button on the 
mouse (as is the typical way to execute a function, usually 
called “clicking”). Currently, it is problematic to allow 
"click-less” execution because a user has physical confir 
mation of execution when pressing a button. A pulse Sent to 
the haptic mouse of the present invention can act as that 
physical confirmation without the user having to press a 
button. For example, a user can position a cursor over a web 
page element, and once the cursor is within the desired 
region for a given period of time, an associated function can 
be executed. This is indicated to the user through a haptic 
pulse Sent via the mouse. 
0.160) If a second actuator is being used to supplement the 
primary actuator assembly 54, Such as a low-power brake as 
described with respect to FIG. 13, then the passive resis 
tance provided by the brake can allow additional feel 
sensations that supplement the “pulse' and “vibration” sen 
sations described above. For example, when a user drags an 
icon, the passive resistance force can provide a dragging 
(damping) Sensation to the user. The larger the object to be 
dragged (in displayed size or other measurable characteris 
tic), the more resistance is applied. Also, when a user 
Stretches an image, the passive resistance force can provide 
a dragging Sensation. The larger the object to be dragged, the 
more resistance is applied. The use of both active and 
passive haptic feedback can be used Synergistically; for 
example, passive resistance can be useful to slow down 
mouse movement when Selecting menu items, but since 
passive feedback can only be output when the mouse is 
being moved by the user, active feedback is useful to be 
output when the mouse is at rest or moving slowly. An 
embodiment employing passive braking can also employ the 
“desired play' methodology described in U.S. Pat. No. 
5,767,839, incorporated herein by reference, to achieve 
enhanced functionality. 

0.161 While this invention has been described in terms of 
Several preferred embodiments, it is contemplated that alter 
ations, permutations and equivalents thereof will become 
apparent to those skilled in the art upon a reading of the 
Specification and Study of the drawings. For example, many 
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different types of haptic Sensations can be provided with the 
actuator assembly of the present invention and many differ 
ent types of rotary actuators can be used in the actuator 
assembly. Different configurations of flexures can also be 
used which provide the essential degrees of freedom to an 
inertial mass or contact member. Furthermore, certain ter 
minology has been used for the purposes of descriptive 
clarity, and not to limit the present invention. It is therefore 
intended that the following appended claims include alter 
ations, permutations, and equivalents as fall within the true 
Spirit and Scope of the present invention. 

1-66. (canceled). 
67. A device, comprising: 
a Sensor configured to output a Sensor Signal associated 

with one of a movement and a position of a housing to 
which the Sensor is coupled; 

an actuator coupled to the housing, the actuator being 
configured to output a rotary force based on a haptic 
feedback signal received from a processor, the haptic 
feedback signal being based on the Sensor Signal; and 

a flexure having a plurality of flexible joints, the flexure 
being coupled to the actuator and the housing, the 
flexure being configured to translate the rotary force to 
a linear motion of the flexure, the flexure operative to 
output haptic feedback based on the rotary force. 

68. The device of claim 67, wherein the linear motion is 
Substantially along an axis perpendicular to a base of the 
housing, the base being configured to contact a planar 
Support Surface. 

69. The device of claim 67, wherein the actuator includes 
an inertial mass, the inertial mass being configured to be 
moved linearly with the linear motion of the flexure, the 
haptic feedback including an inertial force. 

70. The device of claim 67, wherein a portion of the 
flexure is coupled to a moveable contact member, the 
movable contact member being configured to receive user 
input. 

71. The device of claim 67, wherein a portion of the 
flexure is coupled to a button coupled to the housing, the 
button configured to receive user input. 

72. The device of claim 67, further comprising: 
a rotating member coupled to a rotating Shaft of the 

actuator and to at least one flex joint from the plurality 
of flex joints. 

73. The device of claim 67, wherein the flexure includes 
a first arm member and a Second arm member, the first arm 
member and the Second arm member being configured to 
couple a linear moving portion of the flexure to a Stationary 
portion of the flexure, the first arm member and the Second 
arm member are coupled to the linear moving portion by at 
least one flex joint from the plurality of flex joints. 

74. The device of claim 67, wherein the flexure includes 
a central member, a first branch member and a Second 
branch member, the central member of the flexure is coupled 
to a rotating shaft of the actuator, the first branch member 
and the Second branch member arranged in a Substantially 
Y-configuration. 

75. The device of claim 67, wherein the flexure includes 
a central member, a first branch member and a Second 
branch member, the central member of the flexure is coupled 
to a rotating shaft of the actuator, the first branch member 
and the Second branch member arranged in a Substantially 
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Y-configuration, at least one of the flex joints from the 
plurality of flex joints being disposed on each of the first 
branch member and the Second branch member, at least one 
flex joint from the plurality of flex joints is disposed on the 
central member. 

76. The device of claim 67, wherein the flexure includes: 
a rotating member coupled to the housing by at least one 

flex joint from the plurality of flex joints, and 
a first arm member and a Second arm member, the first 
arm member and the Second arm member coupling the 
actuator to the housing by at least one flex joint from 
the plurality of flex joints. 

77. The device of claim 67, wherein the flexure includes: 
a rotating member coupled to the housing by at least one 

flex joint from the plurality of flex joints, and 
a first arm member and a Second arm member, the first 
arm member and the Second arm member coupling the 
actuator to the housing by at least one flex joint from 
the plurality of flex joints, the rotating member being 
coupled to the housing by a first flex joint and a Second 
flex joint from the plurality of flex joints, the actuator 
being coupled to the housing by the first arm member 
and the Second arm member, the first arm member and 
the Second arm member including at least two of the 
flex joints from the plurality of flex joints. 

78. The device of claim 67, wherein the actuator is driven 
bi-directionally, the haptic feedback including at least one of 
a pulse and a vibration. 

79. The device of claim 67, wherein the flexure includes 
at least one Stop to prevent motion of a shaft of the actuator 
past a desired portion of a full revolution. 

80. The device of claim 67, wherein the linear motion is 
asSociated with a graphical representation displayed by the 
processor, the Sensor Signal being associated with a position 
of a cursor displayed in the graphical representation. 

81. The device of claim 67, wherein the haptic feedback 
includes a pulse associated with a simulated interaction of a 
cursor with a graphical object displayed in a graphical user 
interface. 

82. The device of claim 67, wherein the haptic feedback 
includes a pulse associated with a simulated interaction of a 
cursor with a graphical object displayed in a graphical user 
interface, the pulse having a magnitude associated with a 
characteristic of the graphical object. 

83. The device of claim 67, wherein the haptic feedback 
includes a pulse associated with a simulated interaction of a 
cursor with a graphical object from a plurality of graphical 
objects displayed in a graphical user interface, the pulse 
having a magnitude associated with a type of the graphical 
object from the plurality of the graphical objects. 

84. The device of claim 67, wherein the haptic feedback 
includes a pulse associated with a simulated interaction of a 
cursor with an item in a graphical menu. 

85. The device of claim 67, wherein the haptic feedback 
includes at least one of a pulse, vibration, and texture force. 

86. The device of claim 67, wherein the sensor includes 
a ball that is configured to frictionally contact a Surface over 
which the housing is movable. 

87. The device of claim 67, wherein the sensor is an 
optical Sensor configured to detect a relative movement of 
the optical Sensor with respect to a Surface over which the 
housing is movable. 
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88. The device of claim 67, wherein the actuator is 
positioned Such that a rotating Shaft of the actuator is 
configured to rotate about an axis Substantially orthogonal to 
a base of the housing. 

89. A device, comprising: 
a Sensor configured to output a Sensor Signal associated 

with one of a movement and a position of a housing to 
which the Sensor is coupled; 

an actuator coupled to, and movable with respect to, the 
housing, the actuator being configured to output a force 
based on the Sensor Signal; and 

a mechanism including a flexure having at least a first flex 
joint and a Second flex joint, the mechanism configured 
to couple the actuator to the housing, the actuator 
having a mass and being configured to provide an 
inertial force as haptic feedback associated with the 
force, 

90. The device of claim 89, wherein the actuator is 
configured to be moved in approximately a linear motion 
with respect to the housing. 

91. The device of claim 89, wherein actuator is configured 
to output a rotary force. 

92. The device of claim 89, wherein the actuator is 
configured to be moved in approximately a Substantially 
linear motion, the linear motion being along a Z-axis Sub 
Stantially orthogonal to an x-y plane, the device being 
configured to move in the X-y plane. 

93. The device of claim 89, further comprising a contact 
member, the actuator being coupled to the contact member, 
the contact member being configured to move with respect 
to the housing in response to the force output by the actuator, 
the contact member being further configured to receive an 
external input force. 

94. The device of claim 89, wherein the mechanism 
includes mechanical rotary bearings. 

95. The device of claim 89, wherein the flexure includes: 
a rotating member coupled to the housing by at least the 

first flex joint, and 
a first arm member and a Second arm member each 

configured to couple the actuator to the housing by at 
least the first flex joint. 

96. The device of claim 89, wherein the flexure includes 
at least one Stop to prevent rotation of a shaft of the actuator 
past a desired portion of a full revolution. 

97. The device of claim 89, wherein the actuator is 
configured to move bi-directionally to output at least one of 
a pulse and a vibration. 

98. The device of claim 89, wherein the haptic feedback 
is associated with a graphical representation displayed by a 
processor, a position of the housing in a planar WorkSpace 
being associated with a position of a cursor displayed in the 
graphical representation. 

99. The device of claim 89, wherein the haptic feedback 
is a pulse associated with the Simulated interaction of a 
cursor with a graphical object displayed in a graphical user 
interface. 

100. A method, comprising: 
Sending a Sensor Signal associated with one of a move 

ment and a position of an interface device; and 
outputting via an actuator haptic feedback based on the 

Sensor Signal, the actuator being coupled to a housing 
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of the interface device via a flexure, the flexure having 
at least one flex joint, the flexure being configured to 
couple the actuator to the housing. 

101. The method of claim 100, wherein the haptic feed 
back is associated with a haptic feedback Signal received by 
the interface device from a processor. 

102. The method of claim 100, wherein the actuator is 
moved in approximately a linear motion. 

103. The method of claim 100, wherein the haptic feed 
back output by the actuator is associated with a rotary 
motion of the actuator. 

104. The method of claim 100, wherein the actuator is 
moved in approximately a linear motion along a Z-axis 
Substantially orthogonal to a base of the housing. 

105. An apparatus, comprising: 
an actuator having an actuator housing and a rotating 

shaft, the actuator housing being configured to be 
coupled to, and movable with respect to, a housing of 
an interface device, the actuator having a mass and 
being configured to output an inertial force; and 
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a flexure mechanism including at least one flex joint, a 
movement of the actuator being associated with a 
haptic feedback and based on the inertial force. 

106. The apparatus of claim 105, wherein the actuator 
moves approximately linearly. 

107. The apparatus of claim 105, wherein the inertial 
force output by the actuator is a rotary force. 

108. The apparatus of claim 105, wherein a rotating shaft 
of the actuator is coupled to a flexure arm including the at 
least one flex joint, the flexure arm being configured to be 
coupled to a portion of the interface device housing, the 
interface device housing being flexibly coupled to a car 
riage, the carriage being coupled to the actuator housing. 

109. The apparatus of claim 105, wherein the flexure 
mechanism includes a travel limiter configured to limit the 
movement of the actuator within a desired range of motion. 


